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ABSTRACT
The need to develop new approaches for training people to work with computerbased dynamic systems has become a growing concern in many industries because of an
increasing necessity to consider not only the trainees’ situation awareness ability, but also
their task performance. This research is focused on the effects of metacognitive
monitoring and situation awareness feedback on human performance and a new approach
to evaluate trainees’ self-regulated learning process in dynamic control tasks by using
fuzzy indexes including the Self-Regulated Fuzzy (SRF) index and the Self-Regulated
Learning Meta (SRLM) index. Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) is one of the most popular
concepts in metacognition research. It provides a broad picture of learning competencies
that influence the metacognitive process, such as self-reflection and control of learning.
Prior research on SRL has shown that successful learning is often based on specific
metacognitive activities which have to be frequently monitored during learning (Azevedo
2005). SRL models have been studied by many researchers such as Winne & Perry
(2000), Boekaerts & Corno (2005), and Phillips, Perry, & Hutchinson (2006) because
accurate monitoring of learning is one of the critical elements in metacognition.
According to their research, self-regulated learners are more recognizable for their
academic strengths and weaknesses than non-self-regulated learners. However, the
nature of the human learning process is so ambiguous and imprecise that it is hard to
understand the internal cognitive process using SRL. Moreover, an important limitation
in prior SRL studies is that most experimental tasks were designed within static
environments. Rarely have researchers investigated the SRL process during dynamic
decision making tasks.
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The main objective of this research is to explore new training techniques to
improve not only the trainees’ information-based situation awareness related to their
declarative knowledge but also their experience-based situation awareness in terms of
their procedural knowledge. By investigating the significance of metacognition and
developing the metacognitive training framework within the dynamic tasks environment,
it is possible to recognize the impact of metacognitive feedback in training simulations
and propose using a self-regulated fuzzy index to understand the relations between
information-based situation awareness and experience-based situation awareness.
To conduct the experiment, we developed a Human-in-the-Loop Anti-Air Warfare
Coordinator simulation, which emulates a computer-based dynamic control task to
identify navigational cognitive behavior. A simulation-based approach is used to identify
navigational metacognitive behavior derived from situation awareness properties such as
knowledge, comprehension, and prediction. The results show that metacognitive
monitoring feedback is an integral part of self-regulated learning processes in dynamic
decision-making tasks. In this study, I also suggest the new metacognitive training
framework in complex dynamic system and human adaptive training (HAT) strategy
using a self-regulated learning meta-index.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This chapter provides the introduction and background information to the research
in metacognitive training framework in complex dynamic systems and fuzzy set theory.
Some problems faced in conducting research in this area are briefly described, and an
overview of research in metacognition and fuzzy logic is discussed. The remainder of this
chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 presents the research in metacognitive
training framework using simulations. The research motivation and objectives are
presented in Section 1.2. The explanations of metacognition are in subsection 1. 3. The
existing research in fuzzy set theory is described in section 1.4. Finally, the research
strategy and goals are presented in Section 1.5.

1.1

Introduction
Most industrial training is done using traditional methods, such as power point

slides and lecture notes, or videos. Although advanced technology provides the ability to
develop more effective training methods for inexperienced workers, it is difficult and
expensive to create customized domain-specific training simulations. The need for
exploring the next generation of computerized training simulators is growing in every
industry. To help meet this need, I am presenting a research effort to integrate simulationbased performance assessment and an understanding of how aware a decision maker is of
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his own cognition (also known as metacognition). Prior research on metacognition has
shown that successful learning is often based on specific metacognitive activities which
have to be frequently monitored during training (Azevedo 2005). An important limitation
in prior metacognition studies is that most experimental tasks were designed within
classroom environments. However, rarely have researchers investigated metacognition
during dynamic decision making tasks and with a direct relationship to situation
awareness. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to investigate the significance of
metacognition and situation awareness feedback within dynamic control tasks. Based on
findings, I have been able to develop the metacognitive training framework in a dynamic
environment. This could be a foundation for developing the proactive adaptive feedback
training model, which considers how and when a novice worker selects a particular action
out of many possible actions that are available in a dynamic environment. Currently,
none of the formal metacognitive models in existence adequately handle this research
problem. To investigate the performance effects of metacognition and situation
awareness feedback under dynamic circumstances, I have adopted a simulation-based
approach to identify navigational metacognitive behavior derived from situation
awareness properties such as knowledge, comprehension, and prediction. The AAWC
(Anti-Air Warfare Coordinator) Human-in-the-Loop test bed was developed to facilitate
the experiment. It is a radar monitoring simulation. An operator must defend his/her ship
against hostile aircraft. Rules are embedded into the simulation so that the participants
can gradually learn task-specific rules from the training exercises. I discovered that the
feedback from the metacognition and situation awareness components can influence the
performance and understanding of dynamic control tasks. By using my research findings,
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I am able to suggest how and when a focus on metacognition and situation awareness can
be adopted for training in a complex rule-based model.

1.2

Research Motivation and Scope
The use of interactive simulation for human training has gained popularity over

the last decade. These simulations provide a unique opportunity to train operators for real
life tasks. Recently, operator performance in a dynamic environment consists of not only
performance of the task itself, but also the operator’s situation awareness and how much
the operator thinks he or she knows. This is necessary for many workers such as firemen,
police officers, and emergency room surgeons because they are often faced with high
mental pressures and threats. However, the development of simulation methods that
improve a trainee’s task performance, situation awareness, and metacognition is still an
on-going research area. If I can find a method to improve these abilities more effectively,
then it will reduce the training time to reach a certain performance level and more
resources will be saved to train inexperienced workers. Therefore, in this research,
metacognition and fuzzy set theories are used to develop the metacognitive training
framework in dynamic control tasks. The research is motivated by the following three
specific goals.
1. To identify the impact of different metacognitive monitoring feedback
training conditions in complex dynamic task domains: the simulation
should explicitly represent the dynamic nature of the learning environment
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in terms of perception, comprehension, and prediction of the current
situation.
2. To develop the metacognitive training framework in a dynamic
environment: the new framework is proposed and validated through an
empirical study situated in a dynamic environment of Human-in-the-Loop
simulation.
3.

To develop the new training method which supports trainees’ self-regulated
learning process: the human adaptive training (HAT) strategy is
introduced in order to improve the trainee’s task performance,
metacognition, and situation awareness.

1.3

Existing Research in Metacognition Theory
Metacognition is thoughts about thoughts or cognition about cognitions (Flavell

1979). Since Flavell studied the processes of metacognition, it has been a popular area of
study in developmental and cognitive psychology (Metcalfe and Shimamura 1994).
However, most researchers who have studied metacognition focus on theoretical aspects
of metacognition or educational applications such as children’s learning (Siegler and Lin
2009) and academic performance (Afflerbach and Cho 2009). Transfer of an effective
and appropriate strategy from one related problem to another has not received much
attention from the metacognitive research community. This transfer is a vital sign which
would indicate that a problem solver not only knows how to use a strategy but also when
to use it (Jackson and Butterfield 1986).
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There are three facets of metacognition that have been studied widely in the fields
of psychology and education: metacognitive knowledge, metacognitive monitoring, and
metacognitive control. First, metacognitive knowledge is the awareness of one’s own
cognition. In other words, it is peoples’ declarative knowledge about cognitive processes.
According to Squire (1986), facts, beliefs, and episodes are three main components of
declarative knowledge (Squire 1986). Metacognitive knowledge can be generated by the
reciprocal action between person and task characteristic with the suitable strategies in a
learning situation(Flavell 1979).Secondly, metacognitive monitoring is the ability to
make accurate judgments at the metacognitive level form. Metacognitive monitoring is a
necessary component of strategy formation because accurate metacognitive monitoring
will produce more effective regulation, and this in turn will produce improved learning
(Sussan and Son 2007).The last facet is metacognitive control, which can regulate
ongoing cognitive activities, such as a decision making procedure for using new tactics to
solve a difficult problem. In a study conducted by Son (2004), it was shown that
participants implemented a metacognitive control strategy to determine the most
beneficial re-study option when they had a choice of massing or spacing each item
(Anderson 2004). This is an example of how metacognitive control is utilized to make
decisions.
One of the critical issues that must be addressed in order to appropriately
represent the metacognition concept is to develop a framework for metacognition about
how human beings acknowledge cognitive activities with metacognition. The general
framework between metacognition and cognition is conceptualized by the interplay of
two levels: Meta-Level and Object-Level (Nelson and Narens 1990).
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Meta - Level

Flow of information

MODEL

Control

Monitoring

Object - Level

Figure 1.1: A relation metacognition and cognition level (Nelson and Narens 1990)
In terms of this framework, the definition of Object-Level is the process of
ongoing cognitive activities such as learning and problem solving. The Meta-Level has a
model of the subject’s understanding of a certain task which is related to ongoing
cognitive processes at the Object-Level. In Figure 1-1, metacognitive monitoring and
control are the main process activities that communicate between the two levels. Through
the metacognitive control process, it is possible to observe the modification at ObjectLevel. Information from the Meta-Level influences the ongoing activities at the ObjectLevel. According to Nelson and Narens (1990), monitoring activities must be performed
in order to update the model in Meta-Level (Nelson and Narens 1990). However, most
measurements, which are used for evaluating metacognition, use subjective methods such
as questionnaires (Thomas 2003), interviews (Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons 1990), the
analysis of thinking-aloud protocols (Afflerbach 2000), and observations (Veenman and
Spaans 2005). These measurements are inexpensive, unobtrusive, easily administered,
and readily transferable to a wide range of tasks. However, these metrics still have a lot
of ambiguity in showing the operators’ actual metacognitive behavioral measures
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compared to the task performance. For that reason, in this study, one of objectives is
investigating a quantitative metric for evaluating the metacognition of different feedback
conditions to be used in the training simulation of a dynamic control task.

1.4

Existing Research in Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Set Theory
Fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory is a mathematical tool for modeling uncertain

systems and human behaviors in many industries. The theory was developed in 1965 by
Lotfi Zadeh. Because of its radical idea, fuzzy logic was not accepted in any technical
journals for more than two years before its publication. However, many researchers
could see the potential of this theory after Ebraham Mamdani from the University of
London successfully applied fuzzy logic to control a steam engine in 1974 (Mamdani
1974). Fuzziness is defined as various types of vagueness and uncertainty (Zadeh 1965).
For example, someone states that “John is an excellent student, but Bob is a good student”
in which the adjectives “excellent and “good” are fuzzy because both adjectives could
have degrees of membership. In this research, I would like to use Zadeh’s sense of
fuzziness. The following statements describe fuzziness: (Smithson and Smithson 1987)
•

Fuzziness is not probability in the frequent sense.

•

Fuzziness is not always distinct from subjective probability.

•

Fuzziness has nothing to do with ambiguity.

•

Fuzziness is distinct from a certain kind of generality.

Various applications using fuzzy sets have been successfully tested in the control
engineering distributed networks (Ndousse and Okuda 1996), health care (Langan-Fox
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and Langfield-Smith 2000), decision support systems (Xirogiannis, Stefanou et al. 2004),
and situation awareness for army infantry (Jones, Connors et al. 2010). One of strengths
of this theory is that it can explain the complexities of systems or human behaviors where
only ambiguous or imprecise information may be available. The fuzzy logic and set
theory is an extension of conventional set and binary logic. The theory provides a way to
understand system and human behavior by allowing researchers to interpolate between
observed input and output situations. In this subsection, a brief review of fuzzy sets and
membership functions by comparing with crisp sets, fuzzy numbers, and fundamental
operations of fuzzy sets.

1.4.1 Fuzzy Sets and Membership Functions
The fuzziness comes from the multi valued logic (0 or 1, additionally values between 0
and 1). It means everything is a matter of degree rather than black or white. In
conventional or crisp set theory, union, intersection, and complement are defined as


Union of conventional sets A and B:
{ |



(1.1)

Intersection of conventional sets A and B:
{ |



(1.2)

Complement of conventional sets A:
̅

{

|

In addition, characteristic function of conventional sets is defined by;

(1.3)
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( )

{

(1.4)

Whereas conventional sets can be defined by characteristic functions, fuzzy sets can be
characterized by membership functions. For example, if I define that the conventional
sets for x = members, A = female members, B = student members, then the fuzzy sets for
A and B can be replaced by;
̃
̃
A fuzzy set A on the universe x is a set defined by a membership function

representing

a mapping
(
Here, the value of
of membership of x

(1.5)

( ) for the fuzzy set A is called the membership value or the grade
x. the membership value represents the degree of x belonging to

the fuzzy set A. For example, Figure 1.2 and 1.3 show the characteristic functions and
membership functions, for three linguistic concepts that are low, medium, and high.
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Low

Medium

High

Figure 1.2: Conventional Sets of Temperature
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1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

Low

0.5

Medium

0.4

High

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Figure 1.3: Fuzzy sets of Temperature
In figure 1-2, temperature range is characterized as a non-fuzzy (crisp) variable. In figure
1-3, temperature range is characterized as a fuzzy variable. Table 1-1 shows such
membership values. A temperature 20

belongs to the “Low” set in the grade of 0.5 and

to the “Medium” set in the grade of 0.5, whereas a temperature 35

does not belong to

the “Low” set (the grade 0.5 for “Medium” and 0.5 for “High”).
Table 1.1: Value of member ship function in fuzzy sets
Temperature ( )
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Low
1
1
0.5
0
0
0
0
0
0

Medium High
0
0
0
0
0.5
0
1
0
1
0
0.5
0.5
0
1
0
1
0
1
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1.4.2 Fuzzy Numbers
A fuzzy number is a fuzzy quantity which represents a generation of a real number. In
order to define a fuzzy number, let X = universal set of objects of study, and A be a
subset of X. If X is the set of R of real numbers, then the fuzzy set ̃ called a fuzzy
number. Intuitively, ̃ ( ) is a measure of how well ̃ ( ) “approximates” r, and ̃ ( )
holds only for r. Fuzzy number ̃ must satisfy the following conditions.
1.

̃ is a convex fuzzy set

2.

̃ is upper semi continuous

3.

-cuts of ̃ are closed intervals.

4. The support {x: ̃ ( ) > 0} of ̃ is bounded.
5. If ̃ ( ) = 1, then ̃ is non-decreasing on (

and non-increasing on

)

Among these conditions, the third condition may seem arbitrary. The concept of
̃
α̃

α̃

, is one of the important concepts of fuzzy logic and set theory. Let

{ | ̃( )

}, where α

[0,1]. α ̃ has all the elements of the universal set X

whose grades in ̃ are greater than or equal to the specified valued of α (see figure 1-4).
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Figure 1.4: The explanation of α ̃
There are a couple of special classes of fuzzy quantities. Among them, a triangular fuzzy
number is mainly used. The values are given by the formula

̃( )

(1.5)

{

1.4.3 Fundamental Operations of Fuzzy Sets
In this section, union, intersection, and complement of fuzzy sets are introduced.


Union of fuzzy sets ̃ and ̃ : union ̃

̃ is a fuzzy set defined by the

membership function:
̃( )

̃( )

{

̃( )
̃( )

̃( )
̃( )

̃( )
̃( )

(1.6)
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̃( )


{ ̃( ) ̃ ( )

̃( )

Intersection of fuzzy set: intersection ̃

̃ of fuzzy sets defined by the

membership function:
̃( )
̃( )


̃( )

{

̃( )
̃( )

̃( )
̃( )

̃( )
̃( )

(1.7)

{ ̃( ) ̃ ( )

̃( )

Complement of fuzzy set ̃ : complement ̃ of fuzzy set is defined by
membership function:
̿( )

1.5

̃( )

(1.8)

Problem Statements and Research Questions
The goal of this research is to design a more effective training program based on

situation awareness and operator action performance. Three experimental studies were
conducted to assess the relationship between task performance, navigational
metacognitive behavior, and situational awareness in a dynamic command-and-control
task using a HITL simulation.
Metacognitive research in educational areas is usually conducted within
classrooms using static learning environments (e.g., representative materials), and seeks
to investigate the relationships between metacognition and student achievement. In this
research, I would like to conduct the metacognitive research in a laboratory and focus on
the minute analysis of the underlying mechanisms involved in monitoring and control
(within a dynamic learning environment).
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In sum, the research presented here is divided into the following research
questions and the corresponding material in the remainder of this manuscript is organized
accordingly.
1.

How can the Nelson and Narens’ metacognitive framework be described in
complex dynamic systems? (Chapter 3)

2.

Does the metacognitive monitoring feedback influence the individuals’ situation
awareness in complex dynamic systems? (Chapter 4, 5, and 6.1).

3.

If so, how does the metacognitive monitoring feedback influence the information
flow between Object-Level and Meta-Level? (Chapter 5.6, 6.2, and 6.2).

4.

How can we improve both the trainees’ declarative and procedural knowledge in
the training simulation? (Chapter 3.5, 6.3 and 7).

Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review

In this chapter, a detailed overview of the literature relevant to this research is
presented. Section 2.1 discusses the background and the importance of conducting
learning research in metacognition. This section also explores the definition and models
for self-regulated learning (SRL). In section 2.2, an overview of the existing literature on
the analysis of fuzzy set and fuzzy logic using linear regression techniques is provided.
Here, I discuss regression analysis for both non-fuzzy data and fuzzy data. Section 2.3
addresses the existing literature for situation awareness measures in complex dynamic
systems. Both information-based and experience-based situation awareness are discussed
in this section. The last section introduces several measures for assessing human
workload in a dynamic environment.

2.1

Training in Metacognition
This section discusses learning in metacognition. One of the differences between

a novice and skilled problem solver lies in the ability to think about one’s problemsolving activities (Gursky 1991). The problem-solving activities require metacognitive
activities to be aware of the problem itself and to manage one’s cognitive processes.
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Most problems usually consist of three parts: givens, obstacles, and a goal (Anderson
2004). ‘Givens’ are the elements and conditions of the initial problem form. A goal is the
desired outcome or solution to the problem and obstacles are the characteristics of the
transformation from the given state of the problem to the goal. According to Newell, to
become a good problem solver, the first step of problem solving is the encoding process
of the given elements (Newell, Simon et al. 1972). This process pertains to identifying
the most informative features of a problem. Newell said that metacognitive knowledge is
able to promote this metacognitive process of encoding. In addition to metacognitive
knowledge, it is the mental representation which helps to solve problems. Mental
representation refers to a “mental map” of the givens or the relationship between the
givens when information from the problem is mentally inserted, deleted, interpreted, and
held in the memory (Hayes 1981). The performance of solving a problem can be
significantly influenced by this internal representation. The next step shows how to use
the encoded data and mental map to reach the desired goal. To achieve the goal, people
usually update their plans by using metacognitive monitoring activities such as
monitoring how well the plans are working and what opportunities are available (Pea and
Hawkins 1987). Then, the interplay between the metacognitive monitoring and control
directs the cognitive process toward the achieving a goal. The described metacognitive
processes are able to guide goal directed thinking.
Although there are many extraneous factors to assess the influence of
metacognitive activities, several studies have shown the effect of metacognitive activities
in training skills. According to Teong, the outcome from the experimental and case study
showed that the experimental students who were trained with the ability to determine
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when to make metacognitive decisions outperformed the control students on the ability to
solve word-problems (Teong 2003). In addition, the results from Veenman’s research
revealed that metacognitive skillfulness was positively related to learning behavior and to
scores on the qualitative test during inductive training with a complex computer
simulation (Veenman, Prins et al. 2002). However, there are still a lot of hallmarks in the
training effect of metacognition research because the successful transfer of a correct
strategy from one related problem to another depends on how and when to use the
strategy. Moreover, some metacognitive activities showed different contributions to
problem solving performance and mental representations across different types of domain
areas (Chi 1978).

2.1.1 Self-Regulated Learning Model
Zimmerman and Schunk introduced the self-regulated learning concept. The SelfRegulated Learning (SRL) model is a popular concept in education research. It provides
a broader picture of learning competencies that influence the metacognitive process such
as self-reflection and control of learning. The concept consists of a series of selfgenerated thoughts, feelings, and actions, which are systematically generated by students
in order to achieve their goals. The key point of studying self-regulation is how to direct
the students’ ability to understand their own learning (Zimmerman and Schunk 1989).
The research on self-regulated learning (2001) supports that the experimental
group (educated with self-regulated learning methods) showed high-performance and
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high capacity for the performers’ own task as compared with the control group. The
general characteristics of self-regulated students are below:
1. Know how to use and transform a series of cognitive strategies to organize
information
2. Know how to plan, control, and direct their own mental process to achieve goals
3. Know how to create and structure a favorable learning environment
4. Show greater efforts to participate in the control and regulation of tasks
5. High sense of academic self-efficacy, the adoption of learning goals, and positive
emotions towards tasks.
Since Zimmerman and Schunk’s (1989) publication, Self-Regulated Learning and
Academic Achievement: Theory, Research and Practice, many models of self-regulated
learning were introduced to identify the relationship between self-regulation and
academic performance. Boekaerts explained that the self-regulated learning model is a
powerful and complex construct to describe the various components of successful
learning (Boekaerts 1997). For this reason, this research must combine with other
research fields. The research mainly focuses on these three areas: (1) research on learning
styles, (2) research on metacognition and regulation styles, and (3) theories of the self
such as goal-directed behavior (Boekaerts 1999). Hence, the SRL (Self-Regulated
Learning) model is a series of jointly related various components of cognitive and
affective processes in the information processing system (See Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: the three-layered model of self-regulated learning
Pintrich proposed a theoretical framework of SRL based on a socio-cognitive perspective
(Pintrich 2000). In this model, the regulatory processes consist of four phases: planning,
self-monitoring, control, and evaluation. Through these processes, self-regulation
activities are developed by four factors: cognitive, motivational/affective, behavioral, and
contextual.
Table 2.1: the Pintrich’s self-regulated learning model (Pintrich 2000)
Phases
1. Forethought
Planning,
and
Activation

Cognition
Target goal
setting prior
content
knowledge
activation
Metacognitive
knowledge
activation

Motivation/Affect

Behavior

Goal orientation
adoption
Efficacy judgments
Ease of Learning
judgments (EOLs);
perceptions of task
difficulty
Task value
activation
Interest activation

(Time and effort
planning)
(Planning for
self-observations
of behavior)

Context
(Perceptions
of task)
(Perceptions
of context)
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2. Monitoring

Metacognitive
awareness and
monitoring of
cognition
(FOKs, JOLs)

Awareness and
monitoring of
motivation and
affect

Awareness and
monitoring of
effort, time use,
need for help
Self-observation
of behavior

Monitoring
changing task
and context
conditions

3. Control

Selection and
adaptation of
cognitive
strategies for
learning,
thinking

Selection and
adaptation of
strategies for
managing
motivation and
affect

Increase/decrease
effort
Persist, give up
Help-seeking
behavior

Change or
renegotiate
task
Change or
leave context

4. Reaction
and
Reflection

Cognitive
judgments
Attributions

Affective reactions
Attributions

Behavior choice

Evaluation of
task
Evaluation of
context

Zimmerman also described the structure and function of Self-Regulatory
Processes (Zimmerman 2000). His model was based on the social learning psychological
view of self-regulated learning, in order to answer the essential question of the SRL
model; how does a student’s use of specific learning processes, level of self-awareness,
and motivational beliefs combine to produce a self-regulated learner? Figure 2.2 shows
the phases and each process of self-regulation (Zimmerman and Campillo 2003). In this
figure, the forethought phase refers to processes and beliefs that occur before efforts to
learn, the performance phase is defined as processes that occur during behavioral
implementation, and the self-reflection phase describes processes that occur after each
learning effort (Zimmerman 2000).
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Figure 2.2: Phases and Sub processes of Self-regulation
As seen above, many general models of self-regulated learning are available.
Among them, I would like to focus on Winne and Hadwin’s SRL model because it
focuses on the process of self-regulatory behavior based on the metacognitive monitoring
and control perspective (Winne and Hadwin 1998) rather than motivation or other
external factors. The model consists of four stages: task definition, goal setting and
planning, enactment, and adaptation with five factors (Conditions, Operations, Products,
Evaluations, and Standards).Commonly, it is called the COPES (Conditions, Operations,
Products, Evaluations, and Standards) model. The four stages of the COPES model are
driven by the same cognitive architecture (Winne and Hadwin 1998). “Task Definition”
is the decision making process for the task based on studying. “Goal Setting” is making
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plans to achieve goals. “Enactment” is related with using various strategies to accomplish
the plans. “Adapt” is for any aspect of the learning process based on the experiences
during learning. Five factors interact with these stages in order to achieve the goals. The
COPES model is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: COPES model of self-regulated learning (Winne and Hadwin 1998)
The COPES model depicts how products (four stages: Definition of Task, Goals and
Plans, Studying Tactics, and Adaptations) can interact with the task and cognitive
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conditions (e.g., studying occurrences) to perform operations (e.g., using strategies), and
then evaluate those products by comparing them with the standards. While these
activities are processing, metacognitive monitoring and control operations appear in the
middle of Figure 2.3. Although the COPES model can describe the detail of the
framework relationship to the metacognition and cognition level (See Figure 1.1), one
weakness of this model is that the model itself is inherently complex in revealing the
significant effects of metacognitive monitoring and control. The influential factors of the
COPES model can dynamically interact with the students’ activities and performance. In
addition, the processes become more complex in nature because of the recursive
characteristic of the model. One key point of Winne and Hadwin’s model is the effective
description of how changes in one phase can lead to changes in other phases over the
course of learning (Azevedo, Greene et al. 2007). Another key point is that the model
allows for explaining the recursive nature of Self-Regulated Learning feedback.

2.1.2 Feedback Models for Self-Regulated Learning
The theoretical framework of the feedback-based self-regulated learning model is
based on Dunlosky and Hertzog’s memory-training research. It is illustrated in Figure
2.4. The framework consists of three interconnected sections: study preparation, on-going
study, and test on newly studied material (Dunlosky and Hertzog 1998). These three
sections contain not only metacognitive components (metacognitive knowledge,
metacognitive monitoring, and metacognitive control), but also cognitive components
that may facilitate or constrain learning.
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Study Preparation

Memory SelfEfficacy

Task Appraisal

FEEDBACK

Metacognitive
Knowledge

Monitoring of
retrieval /
Performance
Study Individual
Item
-----------------------Select a new
Strategy?

Initial Strategy
Selection

TEST

Monitoring of
Learning
Memory Retrieval /
Performance

NO
On-Going Study

Has Perceived Degree of Learning
Met the Degree of Learning
Desired?

YES

Termination of
Study for an
Individual Item

Figure 2.4: Theoretical framework of feedback-based SRL model
The main assumption of this framework is that individuals have control of their own
internal and goal-directed learning. Metacognitive knowledge, knowledge about a kind of
cognition, can influence task appraisal and strategy selection. Metacognitive monitoring,
which is the monitoring of Learning and monitoring of Retrieval / Performance, is a core
function during on-going study. Here, the monitoring can be simply defined as how well
an individual item has been learned or performed. The level of understanding of this item
compares with the person’s desire for the item. It is called the norm of study (Nelson and
Narens 1990). If the degree of understanding is higher than the norm, then the person will
terminate the study of this item. If he or she perceives less than the norm of study, the
person will continue to study the item with the same strategy or a new study strategy
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(Metacognitive control: regulating some aspect of a cognitive activity). The key point of
this theoretical framework is that a number of feedback loops with metacognitive
monitoring can affect the ability to improve the individual’s understanding regarding the
given information. Figure 2.4 shows that feedback from studying and testing can
significantly influence the updating of metacognitive knowledge. This updated
information may affect the decision making process of future learning such as the choice
of maintaining the current strategy or switching to another strategy. Finally, the person
will have relatively direct effects on test performance. Therefore, I can conclude that the
feedback of metacognitive monitoring is an integral part of the self-regulated learning
process.
One of the famous feedback models for self-regulated learning is Butler and Winne’s
model (1995) offered by Kuhl & Goschke (1994). It is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Although
Butler and Winne did not present a revised visual model to demonstrate the feedback
model for self-regulated learning, their extensive research and literature review on both
self-regulated learning feedback and task feedback strongly support the importance of the
feedback in metacognitive research. The new visual model was introduced by Hawk and
Shah (2008). By using Butler and Winne’s work, they included several other external
factors on feedback in the revised feedback SRL model. According to the feedback
perspective, the revised model has two key differences as compared with the original
(Kuhl and Goschke 1994). First of all, the original model has two different types of
feedback (internal and external). The revised model focuses only on the external
feedback. Secondly, there are two types of external feedback: Outcome feedback (task
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feedback) and Cognitive feedback (self-regulated learning feedback). Figure 2.6 shows
the revised visual model.

Figure 2.5: Feedback Self-regulated learning model (Kuhl and Goschke 1994)

Figure 2.6: Revised Model of Feedback Self-regulated learning (Hawk and Shah)
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The revised model of task and SRL feedback is a practical and usable model in
academic domains because it emphasizes the importance of both task feedback and selfregulated learning feedback in the classroom. From this research, Hawk and shah (2008)
suggest the learning activities related with the feedback (task and SRL feedback).
As you can see in this section, a lot of research supports the power of feedback during the
self-regulated learning and the connection with metacognitive monitoring activity.
However, only rarely have researchers investigated feedback and metacognition in a
dynamic learning environment. In this research, I would like to apply the task and SRL
feedback concept to the dynamic task domain. Then, the conceptual feedback-based
metacognitive model will be developed from the experimental data. Before I discuss this,
the next section will review the literatures from the metacognitive research in specific
domains.

2.1.3 Metacognition in Specific Domains
Self-regulation and strategic behavior are core elements of learning in all
academic domains. Among them, writing, reading, and mathematics are the most
common domains for educational research with the SRL model. According to the
research done by Graham & Harris (2000), self-regulated learning can be a potent
catalyst for developing competence and promoting performance in writing. The first
metacognitive model of writing is informed by think-aloud protocols (Graham and Harris
2000). By using this, it is possible to describe the writers’ various abilities. One of the
most popular models is the Hayes and Flower Model of Self-Regulated Writing (1980).
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Figure 2.7: Hayes and Flower Model of Self-Regulated Writing (Hayes and Flower 1980)
This model consists of three major processes: planning, translating, and reviewing.
The central role of metacognitive monitoring was emphasized at each writing process.
Writers who engage in knowledge transforming are more likely to plan their writing and
evaluate their progress in terms of the model (Hayes and Flower 1980). Another popular
academic domain for metacognitive research is mathematics. Schoenfeld revealed that
students had difficulties despite having enough mathematic knowledge to solve the
problems (Schoenfeld 1987). He reported that students commonly choose an answer for
the math problem and stick stubbornly to it. The students would not explore other options
to solve the problem. Self-regulated learning can stimulate students to develop related
skills to solve problems by assessing their own mathematical learning processes and
performances (De Corte, Verschaffel et al. 2000). Many researchers applied multiple
techniques related to metacognitive monitoring to improve self-regulation and
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performance in math education, although it is hard to prove the mathematical transfer
ability of self-regulated learning (Kramarski, Mevarech, &Arami, (2002); Desoete,
Roeyers, & De Clercq, (2003)). One of the examples for metacognitive methods is SelfExplanation Guidance (SEG). Kramarski and Dudai showed that SEG students were
significantly better than the control group students in mathematical problem-solving
(Kramarski and Dudai 2009). In addition, a lot of research supports that students who
have specific metacognitive, cognitive, and affective pre-requisites could learn
successfully in an elector learning environment (McManus 2000).
Only a limited amount of research has investigated the impact of metacognition in a
dynamic domain. Driving Situation Awareness (DSA) is a metacognitive study done by
Soliman and Mathna. The impact of training by using metacognitive strategy on the DSA
domain was investigated in their project. The results proved that the metacognitive
strategy significantly influenced the operators’ situation awareness and driver
performance (Soliman and Mathna 2009). Metacognitive research can also influence the
reflective reasoning skills in nursing practice. Reflective clinical reasoning in nursing
practice is deeply related with the development of cognitive and metacognitive skill
acquisition. By using the self-regulated learning theory, students and practicing nurses
are able to improve their metacognitive skills in nursing practice contexts (Kuiper and
Pesut 2004).
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2.2

Applications of Fuzzy Set and Fuzzy Logic
Many engineering fields such as civil, mechanical, computer, and industrial

engineering have utilized fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic. In the early 1970s, fuzzy sets and
fuzzy logic was applied in civil engineering for the first time. After that, in mechanical
engineering, the fuzzy set theory was recognized in the mid-1980s. Industrial engineers
have taken a growing interest in the area since then. As compared to other engineering
disciplines, industrial engineering focuses on not only technical issues with systems, but
also behavioral, and ergonomic issues with systems. This uniqueness can bring a strong
advantage in a cross-disciplinary field of fuzzy set study, because fuzzy set theory is
motivated by the need to express a mathematical framework to deal with human-centered
systems. Two well-developed applied techniques of fuzzy set theory that are relevant to
the research topic are addressed in this section: fuzzy cognitive mapping and fuzzy linear
regression.

2.2.1 Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping
Fuzzy cognitive mapping (FCM) was developed by Kosko in 1986. FCM is an
extension of conventional cognitive maps of binary logic set theory. Cognitive maps
(CMs) are defined as a type of mental processing composed of a series of modeling
decision making in individual mind maps and social political systems. CMs have been
studied in various fields due to a strong visual representation of causal relationships and a
clear comparison of mental models to reality. However, conventional cognitive maps
make knowledge acquisition oppressively burdensome because of insufficient decision
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information and different experts. Hence, a need to represent causal relationships of
linguistic quantities becomes very important. FCM can express various degrees of
increase or decrease of casual relationships. It is a very powerful tool to represent and
compute the “strength of impact” of causal flow paths in a dynamic environment. Simple
FCMs which have bivalent nodes and edges can be addressed based on data. Causal
edges take values in {-1, 0, 1}. These simple FCMs additively combine to form new
FCMs (Kosko 1986). The Wi are positive or negative weights for the ith FCM Fi. The
weights state the relative value of each FCM in the environment. Figure 2.8 shows an
example of augmented FCMs using two simple FCMs.

Figure 2.8: Procedure for developing Augmented FCM
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After the FCMs were delineated, it is possible to determine the system’s steady state by
using the auto-associative neural network methods (Reimann 1998). This method only
considers the outcomes and dynamics of each node. Following this method, the value of
each node (Ci) in iteration (t) can be computed as:
(∑

)

(2.1)

Where:


: Values of the node i at the end of the iteration.



: Values of the subsequent node j at the beginning of the iteration




: Corresponding strength of the link from node j to node i
: Threshold function that transforms the result of the multiplication. Usually
the logistic function that assumes the form

(

) is used

Figure 2.9: Analysis for Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping
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2.2.2 Fuzzy Linear regression
For many years, a statistical linear regression has been used in many research
fields to explain the variation of a dependent factor based on the variation of explanatory
factors. However, in real-life situations, human estimations are so ambiguous, which
makes it hard to find a strong relationship between human subjective judgments and their
objective task performance results. In order to link these two different data types,
researchers should consider that the uncertainty of human decisions in a regression is
modeled as fuzziness rather than random errors.
Fuzzy linear regression is useful to understand the vague relationship between the
dependent and independent variables (Asai 1982). A general form is
̃

(̃ )

̃

̃

̃

̃

̃ is a vector of fuzzy coefficient, is a n-dimensional of non-fuzzy input vector
(control or independent) variables and ̃is the fuzzy predictor of output (dependent
or observed) variable.

Figure 2.10: Fuzzy Coefficient

(2.2)
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There are two trends in fuzzy coefficients: the trend of spread (S) and the trend of
center (C). The First trend represents the fuzziness or inaccuracy of the system. The
second trend is the general trend of the overall system. The trend of spread in terms
of the individual response variation is significantly influenced by the trend of center
of the system. It means that the interval of the spreads in human estimated
judgments indicates the consistency of the human subjects’ response related to the
system.
The membership function
|
̃(

)

̃ for

each of the coefficients is expressed as

|

{

(2.3)

The fuzzy coefficient ̃ is a function of two parameters, C and S, known as the trend
of center (C) and the trend of spread (S), respectively. The fuzzy coefficient
̃

{̃

̃ } can be denoted in the vector form of ̃

{

, where C = (c0, …,

cn) and S = (s0, …, sn). Therefore, the output is the revised version of Eq. (2.2),
̃

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

2.2.2.1 Regression Analysis with Non-fuzzy Data
For non-fuzzy data, the objective of the regression model is to determine the
optimum fuzzy coefficient ̃. For the case of crisp independent (control) and crisp
observed response (output) variables, each datum is translated into the following
constraints:
∑

(

)∑

|

|

(

)

(2.4)
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∑

(

)∑

|

(

|

)

(2.5)

The fuzzy coefficient ̃ and the predictor ̃ are fuzzy numbers. The degree h is specified
by the users; as h increase, the fuzziness of the output increases (Kikuchi, Vukadinović et
al. 1991). Figure 2.11 shows the membership function for the fuzzy output. The fuzzy
output set, which contains yi, is associated with a membership value greater than h.
( )

(2.6)

Based on equation (2.6), the fuzzy output should lie between A and B of Figure 2.11. The
center value ∑

and the spread ∑

|

| are obtained by considering equation

(2.3 and 2.4), where h is specified by the user.

Figure 2.11: Fuzzy Output Function
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2.2.2.2 Regression Analysis with Fuzzy Data
In this case both the control and response data ( ̃

̃ ,… , ̃

) are fuzzy.

However, the coefficient is crisp a (vector of real numbers). The fuzzy predictor,
̃

∑

̃ . The real numbers ai are to be determined so that the fit of the

model to the data is best. An estimate of this fuzzy output can be obtained by
∑

|
̃

( )

{

∑

|
|

|

(2.7)

The degree of fitting of the estimated fuzzy output to the given data is determined by
, which maximizes h
̃

{

|

̃ ( )

|
∑

∑
|

(2.8)

|
|

The objective of this regression model is to determine the coefficient (a) and to minimize
the spread subject to the constraint that

for all j, where H is chosen by the user as

the degree of fitting of the fuzzy linear model (Eq. 2.8). For each data set, equations 2.9
and 2.10 are used in the fuzzy linear regression model for the fuzzy output ( ̃ ).
∑

(

)∑

(

)

(2.8)

∑

(

)∑

(

)

(2.9)

Figure 2.12 shows a representation of how the estimated fuzzy output fits with the
observed fuzzy data.
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Figure 2.12: Degree of fitting the estimated output to the observed output

2.3

Measures of Situation Awareness in Complex Dynamic systems
Situation Awareness (SA) is a specific knowledge relevant to the task being

performed (Gawron 2008). It involves the ability of being aware of what has happened in
the past, the state of the current condition, and decision making in the near future.
Endsley (1995) defined Situation Awareness (SA) as the perception of the elements in the
environment within a volume of time and space (level 1 SA), the comprehension of their
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meaning (level 2 SA), and the projection of their status in the near future (level 3 SA)
(Endsley 1995).

Figure 2.13: Model of Situation Awareness (Endsley 1995)
As represented in Figure 2.13, level 1 SA is related to perceiving the status, attributes and
dynamics of the relevant elements. By using this information, level 2 SA can be achieved.
Level 2 SA depends on understanding the significant elements from level 1 SA. Achieving
level 3 SA necessitates the use of information from both level 1 and level 2 SA. Endsley
applied the model of situation awareness to air-to-air fighter aircraft (Endsley 1993).
Examples of the elements include level 1SA: location, altitude, and heading of Ownship
and other aircraft, level 2 SA: tactical status of threat aircraft (offensive/defensive/neutral),
level 3 SA: projected aircraft tactics and maneuvers.
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2.3.1 Performance Measures of Situation Awareness
Situation awareness is a critical component for understanding not only the
operators’ declarative knowledge, but also their procedural knowledge in order to make
their decision making procedures within complex dynamic systems. Based on the
research filed in training simulation, the highest level of situation awareness is required in
domains of complex dynamic systems. For example, Hartel, Smith, and Prince (1991)
found that the leading causal factor in a review of military aviation mishaps was a
problem with situation awareness (Hartel, Smith et al. 1991).
The most well-known measure of Situation Awareness (SA) is Situational
Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT). It is designed for real time humanin-the-loop simulations, such as aviation monitoring or military cockpits (Endsley 1988).
This technique is commonly used in complex dynamic systems to collect objective SA
data from all of the operators. SA probes for each SA level are asked of all of the
participants in order to determine their SA after the simulation was stopped at random
times. Their responses are compared to the correct answers that had been collected in the
computer database. SAGAT provides object measures of situation awareness in terms of
errors or percent correct. However, it cannot measure what participants can recall, such as
their decay of information and inaccurate beliefs (Fracker 1991).
Another measure of SA is Situational Awareness-Linked Instances Adapted to
Novel Tasks (SALIANT). It is designed for measuring team SA (Muniz, Stout et al.
1998). There are five phases: 1) identify team SA behaviors, 2) develop scenarios, 3)
define acceptable responses, 4) write a script, and 5) create a structured form for
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scenarios and responses. SALIANT shows strong correlations with communication
frequency, teams’ shared mental model, and team performance.

2.3.2 Subjective Measures of Situation Awareness
Several subjective measures of SA are used to share many of the advantages and
limitations of the subjective measures of workload. They are inexpensive and show high
face validity. However, they suffer from the inherent reliability problems. There are three
well-known subject measures of SA: CARS, SART, and SA-SWORD. The first one is
the Crew Awareness Rating Scale (CARS). It has eight scales that are rated from 1 to 4.
CARS has been used in studies of airline pilot eye movements and automation trust on
flight decks of commercial aircraft (McGuinness and Foy 2000). CARS is also
commonly used to measure team SA in complex dynamic tasks. The second one is
Situational Awareness Rating Technique (SART). It is a questionnaire method to
measure the operator’s knowledge regarding demands, supply, and understanding of the
situation. SART is easily administered and is developed in three logical phases: 1)
scenario generation, 2) construct elicitation, and 3) construct structure validation (Taylor,
1989). Data from SART are on an ordinal scale; interval or ratio properties cannot be
implied. For that reason, it must be treated by using nonparametric statistics. The last one
is Situation Awareness Subjective Workload Dominance Technique (SA-SWORD). It
uses judgment matrices to assess SA. SA-SWORD is used to study the effects of
visibility in complex dynamic tasks. There is some resemblances between SART and SASWORD, but no significant correlation exists between them (Snow and Reising 2000).
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2.4

Measures of Human Workload
There is an increasing necessity to consider not only a trainees’ situation

awareness but also their workload in on-the-job training. Here, human workload is
defined as particularly task demands such as effort, activity or accomplishment (Gartner
and Murphy 1979). The most well-known method for measuring human workload is the
NASA Task Load Index (TLX). It is a multidimensional subjective workload rating
technique. The definition of workload in the NASA TLX is the “cost incurred by human
operators to achieve a specific level of performance.” (Hart and Staveland 1988). It
consists of six subscales to measure the users’ cognitive workload for their tasks. Three
dimensions relate to the demands imposed on the subject (mental, physical, and temporal
demands) and the others are the interaction of the subject with the task (effort, frustration,
and performance). To compute the TLX score requires two steps. The first step involves
the subject’s rate for the task performed on each of the six subscales. Second, the
participant requires performing 15 pair-wise comparisons of these six subscales. If the
average of the weighted workload scores for the six subscales is close to 100, then the
participant has a high level of workload. If the result is close to 0, then he/she had
experienced a low level of workload. Many researchers have successfully applied NASA
TLX to complex dynamic systems such as pilot ratings of an air combat flight simulation
and a multitask environment. If the results show above 40, then it is judged that it
imposes a high workload and difficult cognitive effort on the operators.
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Chapter 3

Developing a Metacognitive Training Framework in Complex
Dynamic Systems

3.1

Introduction
The increasing complexity and cost of advanced interactive human-computer

training simulations make it necessary to develop a new framework for training using
HITL simulations. Based on a comprehensive overview of existing approaches to selfregulated learning models, situation awareness, and human workload in complex
dynamic systems, a metacognitive training framework in a dynamic environment with a
self-regulated fuzzy index is provided.

3.2

Proposed Metacognitive Framework in Dynamic Environments
Two years ago, a human-in-the-loop simulation experiment was conducted to

compare human mental workload between individual-based and team-based groups and
to reveal the relationship between metacognition and human mental workload. Within the
Anti-Air Warfare Coordinator (AAWC) simulation domain, the experimental group was
exposed to a team-based environment, while the control group conducted the same task in
an individual-based environment. For the team group, each team consisted of two
members. One (Role A) was responsible to take appropriate actions based on their
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procedural knowledge. The other one (Role B) was responsible to update the information
based on their declarative knowledge. The team-based environment provided a condition
in which the monitoring team (Roles A and B) must communicate with their team
member to defend their ship against hostile aircraft (see Figure 3.1). However, for the
individual group, each participant was able to obtain both declarative and procedural
knowledge. This showed that different metacognitive monitoring processes exist between
team-based and individual-based dynamic control tasks.

Figure 3.1: Anti Air Warfare Coordinator Task in Team-based Environment
An interesting discovery from this experiment was that there was no correlation between
metacognition and mental workload in a team environment. Although there was no
significant difference between the individual group and the team group for both
metacognition and mental workload, the individuals demonstrated a negative correlation,
while the teams did not show any correlations between them. This phenomenon could be
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explained by the dual-processes underlying metacognitive judgments: Information-Based
and Experience-Based metacognitive judgments (Koriat and Levy-Sadot 1999).
According to the research done by Koriat et al, Information-Based (IB) metacognitive
judgments are based on the declarative content of domain-specific beliefs, while
Experience-Based (EB) metacognitive judgments depend on mnemonic cues (Koriat,
Nussinson et al. 2008). In this experiment, Role A (executing appropriate actions based
on procedural knowledge) could be related to the case of EB judgments. Role B
(updating the information of unknown aircrafts based on declarative knowledge) might
be closed to the case of IB judgments. The participants’ metacognitive behaviors in the
individual group could be significantly correlated with their mental workload because
they were exposed to both metacognitive judgments (Role A: EB judgment and Role B:
IB judgment). However, the participants in the team group were exposed to only one of
the metacognitive judgments (Role A or B) in order to conduct the AAWC simulation as
a team.
Based on this dual-process theory, a dynamic task metacognitive framework is
proposed (See Figure 3.2). Dual- metacognitive judgments are adopted in the general
metacognitive framework (See Figure 1.1). In order to describe the interplay of ObjectLevel and Meta-Level with IB and EB judgments, Nelson and Narens’s model is
expanded to two dimensions: IB & EB judgments in Meta-Level and IB & EB judgments
in Object level. Here, the relationship between Meta-Level and Object-Level not only
depends on the information flow of the dual-process (IB and EB), but it also depends on
the synchronization process between IB and EB. Object-Levels between IB and EB could
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be connected through a feedback process, such as memory feedback as individuals, and
communication feedback, as team members.

Experience-Based
Metacognitive MODEL

Information-Based
Metacognitive MODEL

Meta - Level

Flow of Information

Control

Control

Monitoring

Monitoring

Object - Level

Information-Based Situation
Awareness

Experience-Based Situation
Awareness

Figure 3.2: Proposed Metacognitive Framework in Dynamic Control Tasks
The team performance of identification rules1 showed that Role A showed a
significant positive correlation between metacognition and performance, while Role B
did not. Role A also showed a significant positive correlation between the performance
and workload (Kim, Macht et al. 2012). Since the teammates communicate with each
other only through the telephone, Role A could obtain and understand information about
unknown hostile aircrafts from Role B. However, Role B did not know the meaning of
the information. This might contribute to their metacognitive judgments.

1

Correct response rate for identifying hostile aircrafts : number of correct responses/ total number of
identification tasks for unknown hostile aircrafts
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3.3

An Introduction to Self-Regulated Fuzzy Index
In order to understand the relationship between the Meta and Object level in a

dynamic environment (see Figure 3.2), I used the fuzzy linear regression in this research.
The fuzzy linear regression is one of techniques to analyze the linear relation between
non-fuzzy variables and fuzzy variables. As mentioned earlier, the fuzzy linear regression
method considers that the uncertainty of human decision in a regression is modeled as
fuzziness rather than random errors. For that reason, this technique is useful to
understand vague relationship between the dependent and independent variables. The
observed subjective response such as a self-rating score can represent the current mental
state of the given task. However, it is difficult to convert self-evaluation score to a crisp
data type if human judgment or imprecise measurements are involved in determining the
subjective output. The output might be fit with a fuzzy variable, such as ̃

(

),

where yj is the trend of center value and ej is the ambiguity in the output (the trend of
spread). Then, it is possible to analyze between the fuzzy number and a non-fuzzy
variable (crisp data type) by using a fuzzy linear regression technique. Here, a fuzzy
coefficient between Meta-Level and Object-Level is called a self-regulated fuzzy index
(SRF index). Two fuzzy linear regression models are related to the SRF index. The first
regression model involves fuzzy parameters and crisp data. The second regression
involves crisp parameters and fuzzy data.
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Figure 3.3: An example of fuzzy output

3.3.1 Self-Regulated Fuzzy Index in the Meta and Object Levels
In this model, the output variable (fuzzy number: ̃ ) and input variable (a set of
crisp data points x ) are expressed by the form
̃

̃

Where ̃ is the fuzzy output variable, ̃ is the fuzzy numbers, and

(3.1)
is the real-valued

input variable, f = an interest factor. Here, When f = 1, it represents the relationship in the
experience-based process between Meta-Level and Object-Level ( ̃

̃

). When f =

2, it represents the relationship in the information-based process between Meta-Level and
Object-Level ( ̃

̃

). In this paper, the fuzzy parameters ̃ is called the Self-
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Regulated Fuzzy index (SRF: ̃

). It can be converted to the problem of

finding the vectors

(the trend of center: presenting the individual’s current self-

regulated state) and

(the trend of spread: presenting the individual’s current fuzziness

between Meta-Level and Object-Level) such that ̃ is given by equation (3.1). For each
given datum {aj, bj}2, where aj is a vector of the values of the Object Level variable, bj is
the values of the Meta-Level, which belong to the corresponding ̃ with a grade that is
greater than or equal to some given value h ∈ [0,1].
state between the Meta and Object-Levels. If

shows the current self-regulated

is equal to 1, then the individuals can

perfectly predict their task performance in terms of its function (f = 1 represents the
experience-based process and f = 2 represents the information-based process). This state
is called an autonomous self-regulated (SR) state. If

is close to 1, it means individuals

can estimate their task performance very accurately. It is called a near-by SR state. If
is larger than 1, then the individuals are over confident in their skills. It is called an overconfident (OC) state. If

is smaller than 1, then the individuals are under confident in

their skills. It is called an under-confident (UC) state.

represents the current fuzziness

between the Meta-Level and Object-Level. In this model, the total non-specificity of the
fuzzy parameters must be minimized. The described fuzzy regression problem can be
formulated in terms of the following classical linear programming problem:

2

If f = 1, then ({EB-Meta, EB-SA}; if f = 2, then {IB-Meta, SA ACCURACY})
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(

)

(3.2)

i=1,…,n; j=1,…m
n=number of participants,
m=number of trials

3.3.2 Self-Regulated Learning Meta-Index
In this model, the dependence of an output variable on the input variable is
expressed by the form
(3.3)

Where the value of the input and output variables are fuzzy numbers (SRF index), a is the
real valued parameter. Here, I called it a Self-Regulated Learning Meta (SRLM) index
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parameter. The SRLM index shows a degree of the learning effects of the SRF index by
training days for the experience-based process (f = 1) and the information-based process
(f = 2). If a is equal to 1, then the individuals have a no change at the level of fuzziness
from t to t+1 training day. If a is larger than 1, it means that the trainees’ fuzziness
regarding the procedural knowledge or declarative knowledge at t+1 is larger than t. If a
is smaller than 1, then the trainees’ fuzziness is decreased compared to the previous
training day. The described fuzzy regression problem can be formulated in terms of the
following classical linear programming problem:

(

Where
<̃

,̃

;
(

)

>, where ̃

)

(

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(3.4)

)

data is given in terms of pairs
is n-tuple of symmetric triangular SRF index at time t related

to EB-Meta and EB-SA when f = 1 IB-Meta and IB-SA when f = 2, and ̃

(

)

is also

n-tuple of symmetric triangular SRF index at time t+1 related to f =1: experience-based
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process, f = 2: information-based process. The aim of this model is to find the parameter
such that the equation (3.4) fits the given fuzzy data as best as possible.

3.4

Assumptions
There are different shapes of fuzzy membership functions such as symmetric

triangular, asymmetric triangular, trapezoidal, and bell shaped membership functions. For
this research, the fuzzy components were assumed to be a symmetrical triangular fuzzy
numbers (STFN) because it would be hard to interpret the meaning of the fuzzy
regression interval between the Object and Meta-Levels without using STFN.
Let the fuzzy liner regression model be:
̃

̃

Where the control variables xi’s are assumed to be crisp data points3
{

{

{

(3.5)
{

;

} with i = 1… n, j = 1…m ; n = number of participants,

m = number of data points. Suppose that the self-regulated fuzzy (SRF) index ̃ is
symmetric triangular with trend of center Ci and trend of spread Si for each i = 1, 2…n.
Then, ̃ is a symmetric triangular fuzzy number with ̃
∑

, spread

∑

| |. For SRF index ̃ , it shows the best fit to the given

data points. The criteria of goodness of fit are below:

3

, center

Oi : a vector of values of Object -Level variable
Mi: a vector of values of Meta-Level variable
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1. Let

be fixed and the h-cut of each observed data should be

contained in the h-cut of the predictor ̃ . The main difficulty for using this
criterion is that we do not know how to choose h (Tanaka and Guo 1999).
2. The sum of the spreads of all of the SRF index should be minimized
(Ishibuchi and Nii 2001). Individuals can make a better decisions by
minimizing the sum of the spreads of the SRF index based on the
conditions which are the values of the Meta-Level variable and are
contained in the h-cut of ̃ , where

. Here, I assume that h =

0.891.

3.5

Metacognitive Training Framework
In the previous sections (3.3 and 3.4), I proposed for using a fuzzy sets and fuzzy

logic to understand the relations between Meta-Level and Object-Level for both
information-based situation awareness and experience-based situation awareness. I also
introduced the SRF and SRLM indexes. By using the SRF index, it is possible to quantify
the participants’ current level of fuzziness and self-regulated state. By using SRLM index,
the transformed data might access the degree of the participant’s learning effects for both
declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge in complex dynamic systems. In this
section, I want to address the new advanced training methods in dynamic control tasks.
The goal of this new training method is to provide appropriate feedback to minimize the
fuzziness in the SRF index and the deviation within the SRLM index.
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3.5.1 Elements for the Metacognitive Training Framework
In the previous section (3.2), I proposed the metacognitive framework in dynamic
environments. This framework includes two types of Object-Level variables,
information-based situation awareness and experience-based situation awareness, and
their own Meta-Level variables. In this section, I will explain these elements and the
performance metrics used to verify the metacognitive training framework.

3.5.1.1 Meta-Levels (Information-Based and Experience-Based)
It has been found that accurate monitoring of learning and performance is
important to improve students’ academic performance, according to several classroom
studies. Hacker, Bol, Horgam, and Rakow (2000), reported that the poorest performers
were the most overconfident, and that this group had the largest deviation between
Predicted and Postdicted scores (Hacker, Bol et al. 2000). This means that the students
who were in the poorest performers group were not only unskilled, but also unaware. In
Figure 3.4, the students’ actual performance for each group is plotted against their
Predicted and Postdicted performance. In this figure, a negative relationship exists
between the deviation of Predicted and Postdicted scores, and the actual scores. The best
performers group shows the smallest deviation, while the poorest performers group
shows the largest deviation.
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Figure 3.4:Students’ Predicted and Postdicted scores as a function of the performance
It is commonly observed that a poor performer’s lack of skill reduces not only their
ability to detect the correct responses, but also their ability to surmise that they are doing
wrong (Dunning, Johnson et al. 2003). For this reason, operators who are consistently
overconfident in their understanding of the tasks may not be prepared or may use
ineffective strategies, which results in a large deviation between Predicted and Postdicted
scores in the dynamic control tasks. In this study, two Retrospective Confidence (RC)
judgment scores were recorded to provide metacognitive monitoring feedback during the
experiment: IB-Meta (collected Self-rating retrospective confidence score regarding the
participant’s information-based situation awareness) and EB-Meta (collected Self-rating
retrospective confidence score regarding the participant’s experience-based situation
awareness ) data. The Retrospective Confidence Judgment (RCJ) technique is used for
measuring both IB and EB-Meta. It is the participants’ confidence level for their
responses before knowing whether they are correct or incorrect. The RCJ comes from
metacognitive monitoring processes associated more directly with retrieval (Dougherty,
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Scheck et al. 2005). I collected Self-rating scores (scale: 1 to 100) for IB-Meta and EBRCJ during the testing sessions. Here, I define that an individual who shows a small
deviation between RCJ and task performance has a high level of self-regulated ability.

3.5.1.2 Information-Based Situation Awareness (IB-SA)
One of the big differences between static learning environments verses dynamic
learning environments is the operator’s situation awareness. A high level of situation
awareness is required in domains with complex and dynamic systems, while this is not
required in static domains. The aviation domain is one example of this. Problems with
situation awareness were found to be the leading causal factor in a review of military
aviation mishaps (Hartel, Smith et al. 1991). A lot of research about feedback related to
situation awareness supports that only proper feedback on the dynamic system operation
can provide effective monitoring about the operator’s situation awareness. “Without
appropriate feedback, people are indeed out-of-the loop. They may not know if their
requests have been received, if the actions are being performed properly, or if problems
are occurring” (Norman 1990). Hence, Endsley’s SA model is used to measure the
operator’s information-based situation awareness. Although the required knowledge to
achieve higher situation awareness is quite different and it depends on the domain, the
basic cognitive processes are quite consistent across domains. Endsley’s SA model is
designed for these processes (See Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Mechanisms and processes involved in SA (Endsley 2000)
The simulation domain is related to the air-to-air fighter aircraft domain. To measure IBSA, Situational Awareness Global Assessment (SAGAT) is used. It is the most wellknown measure of situation awareness (Endsley 1988). SAGAT is designed for real time
human-in-the-loop simulation such as a radar monitoring or a military cockpit. This
technique is used in my experiment to collect objective data of SA accuracy across all the
operators. Information-based situation awareness probes (SA probes) are presented to the
participants in order to determine their IB-SA. Their responses are compared with the
correct answers that had been collected in the computer database. They are able to
calibrate their own understanding of AAWC tasks in terms of their declarative knowledge.
The accuracy of the operator’s information-based situation awareness (IB-SA) is
calculated by SA accuracy (Endsley 1988).
SA accuracy = (Number of correct response × 100) / Total number of SA probes

(3.6)
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3.5.1.3 Experience-Based Situation Awareness (EB-SA)
Experience-based situation awareness is defined as the achievement of the degree
of on-time correct action for the given task in complex dynamic systems. By using the
concept of a Time Window (Rothrock 2001), I am able to collect data that recognizes the
quality of procedural knowledge, which helps us understand human behavior in a
dynamic complex system. A Time Window is a construct that specifies a functional
relationship between a required situation and the time interval that specifies the
availability of an action opportunity which leads to the required situation (Rothrock 2001;
Rothrock, Harvey et al. 2005). A Time Window does not fix what action must be
performed by the operator. However, it does indicate whether an executed action would
lead to the required situation based on the task demands. In essence, a Time Window
allows us to classify the accuracy (correctness) and latency (delay time) of a human
decision maker’s action (response) with respect to the task environment. The three
possible states of any Time Window are inactive, opened, and closed (See Figure 3.6).
INACTIVE
Required situation EXIST

Required situation DOES NOT EXIST
OPENED

CLOSED
Required situation EXISTS

Figure 3.6: Three possible states of a Time Window
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A Time Window is said to be in an opened state when an opportunity to execute an action
that relates to the required situation exists at the current point in time space. A Time
Window is in an inactive state when it remains unopened throughout the duration of the
simulation. A Time Window may be classified into one of six outcomes based on the
operator’s action (response) and task demands (from the environment), as shown in
Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Six possible Time Window outcomes (Rothrock 2001)
From Rothrock’s research (2001), the definition of an “early” correct action [area marked
(1)] is an operator action that is relevant to the Time Window and results in the required
situation, but is executed before the Time Window has opened. An “on-time” correct
action [area marked (2)] is defined as an action executed by the operator that is relevant
to the Time Window and results in the required situation, while the Time Window is still
open. A “late” correct action [area marked (3)] is defined as an operator action that is
relevant to the Time Window and leads to the required situation, but is executed after the
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Time Window has closed. An “incorrect” action [area marked (4)] is defined as an action
that is relevant to the Time Window but does not result in the required situation. A “false
alarm” action [area marked (5)] is an operator action that has no relevant Time Window.
A “missed” action [area marked (6)] on the other hand, is an operator action that was not
executed, but the Time Window for that action exists (Rothrock 2001). By using the
concept of a Time Window, it is possible to measure the experience-based situation
awareness (EB-SA). EB-SA feedback can be generated by providing the participant’s
procedural knowledge level. EB-SA is simply calculated by Operator Action
Performance (OAP)
OAP = (Number of correct actions × 100) / Total number of TW based on RoE

3.5.2 Human Adaptive Feedback Training Development
Figure 3.8 presents the proposed approach to measure all elements of the
metacognitive training framework.

Figure 3.8: Relation between Performance Metrics and Proposed Framework

(3.7)
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I also propose the Self-Regulated Fuzzy (SRF) index and Self-Regulated Learning
Meta (SRLM) index to understand the relations between Meta-Level and Object-Level
for both information-based situation awareness and experience-based situation awareness.
Based on these, I might be able to address advanced training methods for inexperienced
workers in dynamic control tasks. Figure 3.9 shows the metacognitive feedback model
for the training simulation using SRF and SRLM indexes. The goal of this new training
method is to provide appropriate feedback to minimize the fuzziness in the SRF index.
This adaptive feedback training algorithm can develop a novel way to improve the
operators’ declarative knowledge and their procedural knowledge.
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Figure 3.10: Diagram associate with SRF index and Metacognitive framework

3.5.2.1 Human Adaptive Training Strategy using Dual Process Theory
Human Adaptive Training (HAT) strategy allows a multi-dimensional feedback
search for both dual mental processes (systematic EB processing and heuristic IB
processing). The main difference between HAT and traditional feedback training is that
the HAT strategy provides selected feedback components to minimize the fuzziness
between the trainees’ retrospective confidence judgments for both IB and EB processes
and their situation awareness. In traditional feedback training, the participants receive
cognitive feedback based on their performance results, which is not an effective tool for
training because it is based on a trial-and-error approach. A trainee will try multiple
times until he or she reaches a certain performance level, or until a trainer stops. This
heuristic method of training is not useful to teach a rules-based dynamic complex task
because the total training time to get to a desired level depends on an individuals’
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heuristic. Individual difference in information processing and reasoning significantly
influences the total training time. However, if the training simulation provides
appropriate feedback which directly resolves the conflicts between Meta-Level and
Object-Level, then it will help to guide goal directed thinking for the trainees. In this
research, I assume that the universe of mental processes can be divided into two general
classes, the so-called dual-process theories (Epstein 1994; Evans and Over 1996;
Stanovich 1999). Dual-process theories of processing posit the existence of two different
cognitive architectures that have somewhat different functions, strengths, and
weaknesses. There are many such dual-process models, and most share some basic family
resemblances (for detailed discussions, see (Epstein 1994; Brainerd and Reyna 2001)).
Among them, I chose the Heuristic-Systematic Model (HSM) because it describes two
basic persuasion processes based on an individual’s judgments of an attitude object
(Chaiken and Eagly 1989; Chen and Chaiken 1999). This model can be related to the
dual-processes underlying metacognitive judgments: Information-Based and ExperienceBased metacognitive judgments (Koriat and Levy-Sadot 1999). Information-Based (IB)
metacognitive judgments4 can conjoin properties of automaticity, modularity, and
heuristic processing. Experience-Based (EB) metacognitive judgments5 can conjoin the
various characteristics that have been viewed as typifying controlled processing—serial,
rule-based, language-biased, and computationally expensive cognition.
The heuristic system with Information-Based metacognitive judgments (termed
the heuristic IB processing) responds automatically and rapidly to the holistic properties

4
5

based on the declarative content of domain-specific beliefs
depend on mnemonic cues
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of stimuli. It relies on the activation, accessibility, and applicability of learned declarative
knowledge that require relatively few cognitive resources. The systematic system with
Experience-Based metacognitive judgments (termed the systematic EB processing)
encompasses the processes of analytic intelligence that have traditionally been studied by
information processing theorists trying to reveal the computational components
underlying intelligence. It involves comprehensive consideration of object-relevant
information, which requires high levels of motivation and the ability to engage in
effortful processing such as using systematic rules that operate on the components of the
stimuli.
Based on these two mental processes, it is possible to generate a multidimensional feedback search space for both the IB process and the EB process. When f =
1, it represents the relationship in the systematic experience-based process between the
Meta-Level and the Object-Level ( ̃

̃

). When f = 2, it represents the relationship

in the heuristic information-based process between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level
(̃

̃

). ̃ is the Self-Regulated Fuzzy index (SRF: ̃

SRF index components:
Object-Levels. If

). One of the

shows the current self-regulated state between the Meta and

is equal to 1, then the individuals can perfectly predict their task

performance in terms of its function (f = 1: systematic EB process and f = 2: heuristic IB
process). This is called an autonomous self-regulated (SR) state. If

is close to 1, it

means the individuals can estimate their task performance very accurately. It is called a
near-by SR state. If

is larger than 1, then the individuals are over confident for their
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skills. It is called an over-confident (OC) state. If

is smaller than 1, then the

individuals are under confident for their skills. It is called an under-confident (UC) state.

(a) Experience-Based Process ( )

(b) Information-Based Process ( )
Figure 3.11: Relation between SRF index and Current SR state in both processes
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For example, let 4 data {< ai1, bi1>,< ai2, bi2>,< ai3, bi3>,< ai4, bi4>} for f=1and 4
datum {< ai1, bi1>,< ai2, bi2>,< ai3, bi3>,< ai4, bi4>} for f=2 be data representing the
dependence of variable y on variable x in Figure 3.11. For each given datum {aij, bij}6,
where aij is a vector of the values of the Object-Level variable, bij is the values of the
Meta-Level which belong to the corresponding ̃ given by equation (3.1). ̃ is a
symmetric triangular fuzzy number for the Meta-Level
with ̃

∑

∑

| |

. Based on the given data, the SRF index ̃

indicates that the trainee’s current SR state is the over-confident (OC) state, and the SRF
index ̃

shows that his or her current SR state regarding the IB process is the under-

confident (UC) state. This shows the best fit for the given data points. The purpose of
using a human adaptive training strategy is to provide appropriate feedback to reduce the
trainees’ deviation from the autonomous SR state (if Cf = 1), and then the total nonspecificity of the fuzzy parameters can be minimized. This causes the moving of the
center of trend (Cf) to the autonomous SR state (see Figure 3.12).

6

with i = 1… n, j = 1…m ; n = number of participants, m = number of data points
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Figure 3.12: Conceptual Effect of Human Adaptive Feedback Training

3.5.2.2 Human Adaptive Feedback Training Algorithm
My particular way of thinking for using the human adaptive training strategy is to
minimize the vagueness and uncertainty between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level by
using the human adaptive feedback training (HAFT) algorithm. It provides the best
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feedback components for the trainees to improve their information-based situation
awareness and experience-based situation awareness.
While the individuals are experiencing the HITL simulation to learn how to
perform the task and to control the given resources in accordance with scenario
circumstances, the system automatically collects their OAP scores based on the Time
Window. The simulation is frozen automatically at a random time. During this freeze,
individuals are asked situation awareness questions. In addition, the system collects the
individuals’ retrospective confidence judgments (EB-RCJ and IB-RCJ). By using these
pairs of a crisp data set, I am able to calculate the SRF indexes ( ̃ ) for the EB process, f
= 1, and the IB process, f = 2, where t = a day of training sessions (see equation 3.1).
These indexes can represent the individuals’ current self-regulated state, such as overconfident or under-confident, for both the information and experience processes. By
comparing ̃ and the self-regulation ability7 from different feedbacks ( ̃ , k = a number
of feedback choice), it is possible to predict the fuzziness with t+1 (see equation 3.8).
̂
The estimated SRF index ( ̂

(

)

(

))

̂

7

∑( ̃

̃ )

(3.8)

allows us to calculate the Estimated SRLM index ( ̂ ).
̂

(

̃

)

(3.9)

Self-directive process and set of behaviors whereby trainees transform their mental abilities into skills
(Zimmerman, Bonnor, & Kovach, 2002)
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̂ shows the degree learning effects of the SRF index by training sessions for the
experience-based process (f = 1) and the information-based process (f = 2) based on the
feedback condition k. By combining equation 3.9 and 3.10, ̂ can be calculated by
∑

̂

(̃
̃

̃ )

(3.10)

If ̂ is close to 1, then the individuals have a no change at the level of fuzziness from the
t to t+1 training session. If ̂ is larger than 1, it means that the trainees’ fuzziness
regarding their procedural knowledge or declarative knowledge at t+1 is larger than t. If
̂

is smaller than 1, then it shows that the trainees’ fuzziness is decreased compared to

the previous training session. Human Adaptive Feedback Training (HAFT) compares all
of the estimated SRF and SRLM indexes to select the best feedback for the next training
session.
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Based on the current SR state, the adaptive feedback function (A) can be Min or Mix.
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Figure 3.13 shows an overall process map of HAFT.

(3.12)
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Figure 3.13: HAFT Process Map
Given a SRL pattern of possible feedback components facing a user, the objective
of a simulation training process is to come up with a goal and data-driven training rather
than a trial and error-driven training. According to research in metacognition, selfregulation is goal driven when the monitoring affects the control process and is datadriven when the judgments of learning are based on the feedback from control (Koriat,
Ma'ayan et al. 2006).
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Chapter 4

EMPIRICAL STUDY

4.1

Introduction
The objective of this research is to develop the advanced simulation training using

the metacognitive framework in complex dynamic systems. The theoretical and
implementation issues involved in the development of my approach were discussed in
earlier chapters. Before the full richness of the human adaptive feedback training system
is explored, it is essential that it is first tested for the ecological validity of my proposed
metacognitive framework in Figure 3.2. In order to validate the framework, three
experimental studies were conducted to assess the relationship between task performance,
navigational metacognitive behavior, and situational awareness in a dynamic commandand-control task using a HITL simulation. These empirical studies were carefully
designed in highly controlled conditions.

4.2

Overview of Empirical Study
There are two objectives for this study. Firstly, the study serves as empirical

evidence for my metacognitive framework. Hence, I investigated the impact of the
participant’s metacognitive feedback in a simulated training environment. My hypothesis
is that the Object-Levels could be trained through the relevant cognitive feedback, and
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the Meta-Levels could be influenced by the metacognitive feedback. To test this
hypothesis, I proposed a three-phase method. Based on the framework relating
metacognition and cognition, cognition is a series of ongoing activities in the ObjectLevel, while metacognition (Meta-Level) is a person’s understanding of the tasks they are
performing in the Object-Level. Metacognitive monitoring is the input of the information
flow of the Meta-Level. It means that metacognitive activities can be significantly
influenced by the input data type from the Object-Level. As I mentioned in the literature
review section, feedback can strengthen self-regulated learning processes in a static
learning environment. However, it is not proven for a dynamic learning environment.
Therefore, in this three-phase method, I test the relationship between metacognitive
monitoring feedback and self-regulation in a dynamic learning environment. Based on
my metacognitive framework, two types of feedback can significantly influence the
metacognitive activities: information-based and experience-based feedback. In my
research, I test the effects of these types of feedback in a dynamic learning environment.
Table 4.1: A 2×2 Feedback-based Metacognitive Experiment Array
Information-based
Situation Awareness
Experiencebased
Situation
Awareness

NO

NO
Control groups

YES
Phase 1 Experiment groups

YES

Phase 2 Experiment groups

Phase 3 Experiment groups

The second objective of this study is to apply the SRF and SRLM indexes to
analyze the fuzzy patterns in the participant’s information and experience processing
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while they are conducting dynamic control tasks. Based on the findings of my empirical
studies, I am able to develop the human adaptive feedback training in complex dynamic
systems.

4.3

Individual-Based Dynamic Decision-Making Task
Human-in-the-Loop (HITL) simulations are designed for human interaction with

individual-based dynamic, supervisory decision-making tasks. In this type of research, a
human is always part of the simulation. A HITL experiment helps researchers to
understand human behavior patterns in a dynamic environment.

4.3.1 Anti-Air Warfare Coordinator
The Team Aegis Simulation Platform (TASP) human-in-the-loop simulation test
bed was used in this study. Within TASP (Thiruvengada, Bhandarkar et al. 2004), I
modified the Anti-Air Warfare Coordinator (AAWC) user interface. TASP is similar to
an air traffic controller simulation within the context of military command and control. It
is an interactive simulation in which a controller must defend his/her ship against hostile
aircraft. Each aircraft within the simulator presents specific cues that relate to the identity
of the aircraft. AAWC was originally developed at the Human Performance Assessment
and Modeling Laboratory at the Pennsylvania State University and has been modified for
metacognition studies in association with Honeywell. The participants were required to
identify unknown aircraft and to take appropriate action with those aircraft based on the
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Rules of Engagement (RoE). The participants had to focus on identifying the unknown
aircraft correctly in order to defend their ship. The details of the Rules of Engagement are
below:


Identification Rules (Unknown aircraft only)
o Make a primary identification of air contact (i.e., friendly, hostile, assumed
hostile/friendly)
o Make an AIR identification of air contact (i.e., Strike, Missile, Helicopter,
etc.)



Warning Rules (Hostile or assumed hostile only)
o Issue Level 1 Warning at 50NM
o Issue Level 2 Warning at 40NM
o Issue Level 3 Warning at 30NM



Assign / Illuminate aircraft (at 30NM; Hostile or assumed hostile only)

AAWC can be run directly from a Windows-based PC. Figure 4.1 shows a snapshot of
the main user interface; the yellow arrows show various components of the interface.
There is no direct perceptual pick-up from the interface. Hence, participants must rely on
their natural perceptual abilities to detect objects on a radar screen.
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Figure 4.1: AAWC Interface Components (Kim, Rothrock et al. 2011)

Location A

Figure 4.2: Geographical Relation between Scenario map and Radar Interface
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These components aid the subject in his or her tasks. They also provide dynamic
information to the participants in order to help them perform appropriate actions. In
addition to visual feedback, auditory feedback (which corresponds to the actions
performed by the participants) is also provided from a sound library. The AAWC test bed
is used to simulate a complex command-and-control task environment in a laboratory
setting to promote decision making under dynamic task conditions. Figure 4.2 shows the
geographical representation used to create realistic experimental scenarios. Realistic
geographical representation was used to create authentic experimental scenarios. All of
the events occurred in specific time sequences and were tied to Situation Awareness
probes.

4.3.2 Phase 1: Information-Based Metacognitive Monitoring Effects
Endsley’s SA model was used to develop the feedback of the experimental groups
in Phase 1. I formed two different information-based metacognitive monitoring feedback
groups: the multilayered IB-Meta & IB-SA feedback (MI) group and the single-layer IBMeta & IB-SA feedback (SI) group. Both groups had the same amount of information to
calibrate their information-based situation awareness by showing the correct answer for
all SA probes and the participants’ responses. The participants who were assigned in the
MI group monitored Level 1 SA, Level 2 SA, and Level 3 SA scores separately. Each
feedback screen contained the percent correct of each level of information-based situation
awareness with the participants’ responses and the correct answer for each of the probes.
The participants in the SI group observed the overall percent correct of all the SA probes
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with their responses and the correct answer for all the SA probes in one feedback screen.
The control group did not receive any feedback. This means that the participants in this
group did not receive any calibration from showing the correct answer. My hypothesis
was that the participant’s information-based situation awareness (IB-SA) in the
multilayered feedback group would be significantly higher than the single-layer feedback
group, because the MI feedback group was provided information about the relationship
between the cues, judgments, and the environment using Endsley’s SA model. According
to research conducted by Todd and Hammond (1965), cognitive feedback based on the
provision of the relationship between the cues, judgments, and the environment, is more
effective than feedback which simply informs the judge of the correctness of a decision. I
also hypothesized that accurate monitoring of metacognition (IB-Meta) is critical to
improve the participant’s information-based situation awareness (IB-SA), because an
improvement in the accuracy of their declarative knowledge prediction might promote an
increase in their information-based situation awareness.

4.3.3 Phase 2: Experience-Based Metacognitive Monitoring Effects
In the Phase 2 experiment, the effects of metacognition and its relation to
experience-based situation awareness in dynamic control tasks were tested. The same
human-in-the-loop test bed (AAWC test bed) was used to facilitate the experiment. The
participants’ procedural achievement by each Rule Of Engagement (RoE) is the main
data for the external feedback. Each rule is assumed to correspond to each level of the
participant’s procedural knowledge.
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1. Warning Rules: Distance data between Ownship and unknown or hostile aircraft
is the key perception element to execute the correct procedural actions in the
environment within the volume of time and space.
2. Identification Rules: A key element for identifying the primary identification and
the AIR identification of unknown aircraft is the comprehension of the procedural
knowledge from the Warning Rules.
3. Assign / Illuminate aircraft: The correct procedural knowledge provides the
participants with the ability to execute correct On-time action for “Assign /
Illuminate aircraft” based on unknown aircraft tactics and maneuvers.
The Phase 1 experiment did not have the experience-based situation awareness (EB-SA)
feedback. During the Phase 2 experiment, the participants observed their EB-SA with
their EB-Meta scores. I also formed two different experience-based metacognitive
monitoring feedback groups: the multilayered EB-Meta & EB-SA feedback (ME) group
and the single-layer EB-Meta & EB-SA feedback (SE) group. The participants who were
assigned to the ME group monitored Warning Rules, Identification Rules, and Assign /
Illuminate aircraft scores separately. Each feedback screen contained the percent correct
of each level of the experience-based situation awareness with the participants’ responses
and the correct answer for each Time Window. The participants in the SE group observed
the overall percent correct of all the Time Windows with their responses and the correct
answer for all the Time Windows in one feedback screen. My hypothesis was that the
participant’s information-based situation awareness (IB-SA) in the multilayered feedback
group would not be higher than the single-layer feedback group, because the ME group
was not provided with any additional declarative knowledge information regarding the
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relationship between the cues, judgments, and the environment. However, the EB-SA in
the ME group would be higher than the SE group, because the design of the multilayered
feedback is based on the Rule of Engagement (RoE). I also hypothesized that accurate
monitoring of metacognition (EB-Meta) is critical to improve the participant’s
experience-based situation awareness (EB-SA) because an improvement in the accuracy
of their procedural knowledge prediction might promote an increase in their experiencebased situation awareness.

4.3.4 Phase 3: Dual-Object Levels Effects
The purpose of the Phase 3 experiment was to investigate the SR effect of the
dual Object-Level feedback (IB-SA and EB-SA) in a dynamic task environment. The
same human-in-the-loop simulation experiment was conducted to compare the cognition
and metacognition between the different feedback groups, as well as to reveal the SR
effect on dynamic decision-making tasks. In this phase, I considered a situation in which
the Object-Level feedback for both the information-based and experience-based situation
awareness was of interest. The experimental groups were monitored for their
information-based situation awareness and experience-based situation awareness together.
This feedback condition had more integrated cognitive information compared to the other
experimental groups in Phase 1 and 2. However, the feedback did not contain the
participant’s metacognitive monitoring information. Hence, I hypothesized that their
situation awareness might be higher than the Phase 1 and 2 experimental groups, but the
participant’s accuracy of judgments for SA accuracy and EB-SA would be significantly
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worse than the participants who were monitored for both the Meta-Level and the ObjectLevel. I formed two different dual feedback groups: the multilayered dual feedback (MD)
group and the single-layer dual feedback (SD) group. Both groups had IB-SA and EB-SA
feedback screens. The participants who were assigned to the multilayered dual feedback
(MD) group monitored three layers of dual feedback screens: Level 1 SA+ Warning Rules,
Level 2 SA + Identification Rules, and Level 3 SA + Assign / Illuminate aircraft. Each
feedback screen contained the percent correct of each level of IB-SA and EB-SA with the
participants’ responses and the correct answer for each of the probes. The participants in
the single-layer dual feedback (SD) group observed the overall percent correct of all the
IB-SA and EB-SA with their responses, and the correct answer for all of the information,
in one feedback screen. The control group did not receive any feedback.

4.4

Experimental Protocol

4.4.1 Experimental Design
I designed a Two-factor experiment with repeated measures on one factor. The
following Table 4.2 shows the experimental design of my research, which is a mixed
model experimental design. In this experimental design, each participant is measured
after receiving all levels of task complexity in combination with only one level of
feedback type. Six feedback types were tested in this experiment: multilayered IB-Meta
&IB-SA feedback, single-layer IB-Meta &IB-SA feedback, multilayered EB-Meta &EBSA feedback, single-layer EB-Meta &EB-SA feedback, multilayered dual (IB-SA & EB-
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SA) feedback, and single-layer dual (IB-SA & EB-SA) feedback. Four of the
experimental groups had metacognitive rating and situation awareness scores feedback.
Two of the experimental groups had only situation awareness scores feedback. The
control groups did not have any feedback. Table 4.2 shows the detail of the experimental
design for the AAWC HITL simulation. . Each participant underwent two levels of task
complexity (low and high complexity). The task complexity is defined as the total
number of required tasks that operators perform within a given time period. The total
number of required tasks in a high task complexity scenario is twice as large as a low task
complexity scenario. Thus, each participant performed four trials of different scenarios
for low complexity and four trials of different scenarios for high complexity (8 trials for 2
days). All subjects performed the same set of scenarios, and the order of the treatments
was randomized.
Table 4.2: Experimental design for the AAWC HITL simulation
Independent
Variables

Phase 1
experiment

Feedback
Types

Levels

Phase 2
experiment

(between subjects)

o
o

o
o

Multilayered IB-Meta &IB-SA Feedback (MI):
monitored results of each level of IB-SA with each
level of IB-Meta scores separately
Single-Layer IB-Meta & IB-SA Feedback (SI):
monitored results of overall IB-SA with their IBMeta scores
Multilayered EB-Meta &EB-SA Feedback (ME):
monitored results of each level of EB-SA with each
level of EB-Meta scores separately
Single-Layer EB-Meta & EB-SA Feedback (SE):
monitored results of overall EB-SA with their EBMeta scores
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Phase 3
experiment

o

Control
Groups

o

Task
Complexity
(within subjects)

o
o
o
o

Multilayered Dual(IB-SA & EB-SA) Feedback
(MD): monitored results of each level of IB-SA
with each level of EB-SA separately
Single-Layer Dual(IB-SA & EB-SA) Feedback
(SD): monitored results of overall IB-SA with their
EB-SA scores
Control group (year 2010): No Feedback
Control group (year 2012): No Feedback
Low Complexity: total number of time window 23
High Complexity :total number of time window = 46

In this design, I can investigate the effect of metacognitive monitoring feedback (IB-Meta
and EB-Meta) in dynamic control tasks by comparing the groups which monitor only IBSA and EB-SA feedback. In addition, it is possible to analyze the difference between the
information-based process and the experience-based process by using self-regulation
learning for both cognitive and metacognitive feedback.

Figure 4.3: Projection of the experimental design
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4.4.2 Pilot Test
A pilot study with 24 undergraduate and graduate student volunteers was
conducted. During the pilot study, I tested four conditions from the multilayered feedback
area in Figure 4.3. Six participants were assigned to each condition. The purpose of the
pilot study was to identify the possible problems regarding the interface, and to set the
levels for the complexity factor. As a result of the pilot study, several issues were
uncovered. First of all, I was able to estimate a minimum sample size for my experiment.
If I assume that the target power is 0.9 to detect the difference low and high complexity
for within subjects, the minimum number of the sample size is 12 observations to each
treatment based on the power curve for one-way ANOVA (see Figure 4.4)8.
1.0
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12
16

0.8

A ssumptions
A lpha
0.05
S tDev
0.1683
# Lev els
2
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0.6
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0.0
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0.20
Maximum Difference

0.25
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Figure 4.4: Power and sample size estimation for task complexity

8

Alpha = 0.05, assumed standard deviation = 0.1683, 2 levels, maximum difference = 0.2363
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For between subjects, if I assume that the target power is 0.8 to detect the difference
between feedback groups, the minimum number of the sample size is 9 subjects for each
group based on the power curve for 2-sample t-test (see Figure 4.5)9.
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Figure 4.5: Power and sample size estimation for feedback types
Secondly, the participants who completed the practice simulation three times were
considered ready to engage in the actual trials. Lastly, it is necessary to provide a cheat
sheet which contains the general information for the AAWC radar monitoring task. This
assisted the participants to maintain a similar level of training performance before I
conducted the actual experiment. Figure 4.6 shows the proposed wireframe for the cheat
sheet layout. The size of this sheet is 32

24 single slide. The cheat sheet consists of

three components. The first component displays the detail of the AAWC simulation. It
contains a snap shot of the simulation interface, geographical representations, how to

9

Alpha = 005, assumed standard deviation = 0.1551, difference = 0.228
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control a defense counter air, symbolic representations, and the Rules of Engagements.
The second component shows the information about the common aircraft activities and
flight behaviors in the experimental scenarios. Sensor & track information and common
aircraft profiles appeared in the last component.

Figure 4.6: Cheat Sheet layout for AAWC experiment
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4.4.3 Participants
As a result of the pilot study, each group consisted of 16 participants. A total of
128 participants (age 18 or older) were recruited from the Pennsylvania State University
(6 experimental groups and 2 control groups). All of the participants were undergraduate
and graduate students. The participants were screened for prior experience with the task
domain, and those who had past experience with radar monitoring tasks were excluded
from the experiment. The experiment did not exclude any subjects based on gender,
ethnicity or race. A subject ID was assigned to every subject to ensure their privacy. The
participants were randomly assigned to the experimental groups and the control group.
The average rating of the participants’ previous experience level with using computer
interfaces was 3.7 on a scale of 1 (Novice) to 5 (Expert). The average rating of the
participants’ previous experience level playing a resource management video game was
2.42 on a scale of 1 (novice) to 5 (expert). The total experimentation time took
approximately 4 hours per applicant.

4.4.4 Experimental Procedure
The participants were asked to control their resources while performing the tasks
during the simulation. The experiment consisted of two sessions: a training session and
actual trial session. Before the experiment, the participants were administered
questionnaires that solicited their previous experience with simulation environments. The
participants then took an initial training session (Day 1), which last for 60 minutes.
During this session the participants were trained in task specific skills and were given
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feedback about their performance. In addition to these things, the subjects also received
an instructor’s feedback about their tasks during the experiment. The practice scenario
only took 5 minutes to complete, because the total number of unknown aircrafts in the
practice scenario is smaller than in the experimental scenario. Based on the results of the
pilot test, the participants who completed the practice simulation three times were
considered ready to engage in the actual trials. Figure 4.7 shows the detailed procedure
for the training session.
Training Session
START

Background information and
Rules of Engagement/Standing Orders
( based on importance )
5 min

AAWC Air track Abbreviations
5 min

How to Identify an aircraft track
10 min

Training Session
END

AAWC simulation
with practice
scenario
5 min
YES

NO

Is this the third time of
practice simulation ?

How to use resources to aide in the
identification of air tracks
20 min

Figure 4.7: Overview procedure for the training session
After being trained, the participants underwent two experiment sessions (Day 2 and 3).
Each subject was exposed to 8 test scenarios and each experiment session lasted
approximately 90 minutes. During the experiment session, the subjects were asked
specific situation awareness questions in each test scenario, which was designed to run
for 15 minutes. The simulation was frozen automatically at a random time between 10
and 15 minutes after the simulation start time. After this freeze, the participants answered
situation awareness probe questions. In the meantime, the subjects also answered the IB-
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RCJ and EB-RCJ probes. Based on the feedback type, the subjects experienced two
different styles of Meta probes (MI, ME, and MD: different questions on each level or
rule of situation awareness, and SI, SE, and SD: one question for overall rules and
situation awareness in each scenario). These were based on the subjects’ respective
groups. The control group did not receive any feedback. The following are the Probes for
the IB-RCJ and EB-RCJ measurements (Table 4.3)
Table 4.3: IB-RCJ and EB-RCJ probes for experimental groups
IB-RCJ

Multilayered
Feedback

(SI,SE,SD)

“How well do
you think you
have performed
the Warning rules
in your airspace?"

Level 1 SA:

“How well do you
think you have
detected the objects
in your airspace?"

Warning:

Level 2 SA:

“How well do you
think you are aware
of the current
overall situation of
your airspace?"

“How well do
you think you
Identification: have performed
the Identification
rules in your
airspace?"

Level 3 SA:

"How well do you
think you are aware
of where the overall
situation of your
airspace is
heading?"

Assign:

“How well do
you think you
have performed
the Assign rule in
your airspace?”

Overall:

" How well do
you think you
have performed
the Rules of
Engagement
(RoE) in your

(MI,ME,MD)

Single-layer
Feedback

EB-RCJ

Overall:

"How well do you
think you are aware
of the objects and
events in your
airspace?”

airspace?”
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Each subject within their respective group was exposed to the corresponding feedback
screen, which was based on how they answered all of the probes and Time Windows. The
subjects in the multilayered feedback group were exposed to the results of each level of
the situation awareness, as well as the related level of the metacognition ratings, on three
separate feedback screens. The subjects in the single-layer feedback group were exposed
to the overall result of all of the probes and Time Windows, and their overall
metacognition ratings, on one feedback screen. The control group did not receive any
feedback. For each group of subjects, the exposure time to the feedback screen(s) is
limited. This is done to minimize the effect of bias, which could occur due to uneven
exposure to the feedback between the single-layer feedback and multilayered feedback
groups. In the single-layer feedback group, the trainees were allowed to view the
feedback screen for three minutes. The exposure time for each multilayered feedback
group screen was one minute per screen. The detailed procedure for the actual trial
sessions is illustrated in Figure 4.8.
Actual Trial Session
START

RUN the Human-in-the-loop simulation Test bed

Freeze happen between 10 ~
15 min

Probing Delay
Short vs. Long

Provide Feedback Screen

Actual Trial Session
END

EB-Meta Probes: depend on the
feedback type group
Rating on 1 – 100 scale

IB-SA Probes: ask questions
about all 3 SA Levels (3 probes
per each Level = 9 probes)

NO

YES

Is the Subject in Control
Group ?

IB-Meta Probes: depend on the
feedback type group
Rating on 1 – 100 scale

Figure 4.8: Overview procedure for the actual trial session
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4.4.5 Scenario Generation
The AAWC human-in-the loop test bed was used to simulate a complex command-andcontrol task environment in a laboratory setting to promote decision making under
dynamic task conditions. The following is the main scenario story line and geographical
representation in order to create realistic experimental scenarios. The detailed description
and situation awareness probes are included in Appendix C and D.


Countries in the region:
•

•

•



Irascibal – Hostile
o
Commercial Airport: Ruffiana
o
Enemy military airbase: Bullistan
Koraban – Friendly
o
Commercial Airport: Genialistan
o
friendly military airbase: Cordialo
Chodian – Neutral
o
Commercial airport: Jovania

A Brief history of the conflict between the friendly and hostile countries: a
decade ago, a military coup in the socialist country of Harmonium lead to a civil
war that split the country in two with the military holding the north and
democratic rebels holding the south. The civil war ended when Mercifland
intervened and negotiated an armistice. North Harmonium, now called Irascibal,
has become a military run dictatorship and has recently been threatening to invade
South Harmonium, now called Koraban, which after the war became a democracy
and ally of Mercifland. Irascibal military forces regularly make forays into
Koraban airspace and had begun “buzzing” Mercifland Ownship (Location A in
Figure 4.2).
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1

Overview of Data Analysis
The data analysis shown in this chapter is reported over four steps. First, I

compare participants’ IB-Meta, IB-SA, EB-Meta, EB-SA, and NASA-TLX between all
groups: No feedback, MI, ME, MD, SI, SE, and SD. Second, I analyze each participant’s
response (y) using the three dependent measures: SA accuracy, OAP, and NASA-TLX.
Third, I compare the Person correlations between groups to understand the degree of
change in the metacognition and cognition relation caused by different feedback. Last, I
analyze group means scores by testing session (day) to study participants’ self-regulation
effects by using Self-Regulated Fuzzy (SRF) index and Self-Regulated Learning Meta
(SRLM) index. .

5.2

Descriptive Statistics

5.2.1 Group Means Comparisons
To compare the performance between groups, Table 5.1 shows the all groups
collected data from AAWC human-in-the-loop simulation experiment.
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Table 5.1: Performance results for all groups
Phase 1
experimental
groups (n=32)

EB-RCJ
IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP
NASATLX

Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev

MI
64.33
19.79
58.92
21.62
57.55
20.51
33.32
15.42
61.01
20.88

Phase 2
experimental
groups(n=32)

SI
59.41
20.86
51.28
20.80
50.69
19.85
21.65
13.31
58.29
16.67

ME
64.82
18.36
63.38
18.45
48.95
17.96
33.52
18.99
58.01
18.68

SE
62.42
21.26
57.25
22.08
54.84
19.01
30.22
21.51
54.34
19.57

Phase 3
experimental
groups(n=32)
MD
64.37
17.74
59.93
19.79
36.20
24.32
27.69
20.86
61.24
16.37

Control
group
(n=32)

SD
64.84
20.91
58.06
23.45
46.39
24.27
30.97
23.43
58.54
18.85

55.82
24.74
49.97
25.10
41.92
22.44
16.82
13.26
60.34
17.37

5.2.2 Self-Regulation (SR) Effects
Self-Regulation refers to one’s ability to understand and control one’s learning
environment. Hacker, Bol, Horgam, and Rakow (2000) reported that the poorest
performers were the most overconfident, and this group had the largest deviation between
retrospective confidence judgment score and task performance while the best performers
who were self-regulated learners showed the smallest deviation between retrospective
confidence judgment (RCJ) scores and task performances. Hence, I computed the
deviation between Meta-Level metrics and Object-Level metrics. Table 5.2 shows the
comparisons between experimental and control groups’ IB-Meta and EB-Meta errors
from their own information-based and experience-based situation awareness. IB and EB
process deviations (called SR effects) are calculated by:
(

)

|

|

(5.1)
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Where f = 1 is experience-based process (SR-EB) and f = 2 is information-based process
(SR-IB).
Table 5.2: Comparisons for all groups’ SR effects
Phase 1
experimental
groups (n=32)
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev

SR-IB
SR-EB

5.3

MI
18.67
14.33
32.45
15.88

SI
18.45
13.30
39.53
20.54

Phase 2
experimental
groups(n=32)
ME
21.21
16.19
32.67
20.25

SE
22.85
18.10
37.11
23.04

Phase 3
experimental
groups(n=32)
MD
27.96
17.80
37.32
20.29

SD
24.44
17.98
38.24
22.45

Control
group
(n=32)
22.55
17.80
42.37
21.70

ANOVA
To analyze the experimental data, I use a general liner model to analyze a

repeated measures design using Minitab software. I investigate participant response (y)
along the five measures: SA accuracy, OAP, NASA-TLX workload, IB process deviation,
and EB process deviation. The statistical model for these responses is shown below.
=

Mean response

+

+
+

(

)

Main effects
Random effect
2-way interaction
Error

(
(5.2)

For i= MI, SI, ME, SE, MD, SD, and Control group; j= Low and High Complexity; k =
participants; m = SA accuracy, OAP, NASA-TLX workload, IB process deviation, and
EB process deviation.
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5.3.1 Analysis of Information-Based Situation Awareness
The output of IB-SA is analyzed in accordance with the proportion of correct
response. Table 5.3 shows that feedback type factor significantly influences the
performance of IB-SA.
Table 5.3:ANOVA General Linear Model for SA accuracy
Analysis of Variance for SA accuracy, using Adjusted SS for Tests
Source
Feedback Types
Task Complexity
Feedback Types*Task Complexity
Error
Total
S = 20.5180

R-Sq = 27.26%

DF
6
1
6
889
1023

Seq SS
45855.5
1776.9
965.2
374259.3
514539.8

Adj SS
45855.5
1452.9
965.2
374259.3

Adj MS
7642.6
1452.9
160.9
421.0

F
10.09
3.45
0.38

R-Sq(adj) = 16.30%

95% CI for the Mean
60

SA accuracy

50

40

30

20
Control

MD

ME

MI
SD
Feedback Types

SE

Figure 5.1: SA accuracy means Comparison between groups

SI

P
0.000
0.064
0.891
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The grouping information for multiple comparisons using Fisher’s least significant
difference (LSD) method shows in Table 5.4. Fisher’s method creates confidence
intervals (95% individual CI) for all pairwise differences between feedback groups. The
table shows that there is no significant difference between SD and control (No feedback)
group in terms of IB-SA score (Rank: 0). Second group contains SI and ME. Their IB-SA
performance is significantly higher than first group (Rank: +1). MI and SE groups have
the best IB-SA performance as compared to other groups (Rank: +2).
Table 5.4: Multiple Comparisons using Fisher’s method for SA accuracy

Phase 1
experimental
groups (n=32)
Phase 2
experimental
groups (n=32)
Phase 3
experimental
groups (n=32)

Feedback
types
MI

Lower

Center

Upper

Rank

11.07

15.63

20.19

+2

SI

4.21

8.77

13.33

+1

ME

2.47

7.03

11.59

+1

SE

8.36

12.92

17.48

+2

MD

-10.29

-5.73

-1.17

-1

SD

-0.10

4.46

9.02

0

5.3.2 Analysis of Experience-Based Situation Awareness
The output of EB-SA is analyzed in accordance with the proportion of correct
response. Table 5.5 shows that both factors (feedback type and task complexity)
significantly influence the performance of OAP.
Table 5.5: ANOVA General Linear Model for OAP
Analysis of Variance for OAP, using Adjusted SS for Tests
Source
Feedback Types
Task Complexity

DF
6
1

Seq SS
43764.8
2522.3

Adj SS
43764.8
2414.4

Adj MS
7294.1
2414.4

F
5.30
13.74

P
0.000
0.000
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Feedback Types*Task Complexity
Error
Total
S = 13.2558

R-Sq = 57.88%

6
889
1023

1999.2
156211.8
370893.2

1999.2
156211.8

333.2
175.7

1.90

0.079

R-Sq(adj) = 51.53%

95% CI for the Mean
60

OAP

50

40

30

20
Control

MD

ME

MI
SD
Feedback Types

SE

SI

Figure 5.2: OAP means Comparison between groups
The grouping information for multiple comparisons (95% individual CI) using Fisher’s
method shows in Table 5.6. The table shows that all feedback groups (SI: Rank +1; SE,
MD, and SD: Rank +2; MI and ME: Rank +3) have better OAP compared to the control
(No feedback).
Table 5.6: Multiple Comparisons using Fisher’s method for OAP

Phase 1

Feedback
types
MI

Lower

Center

Upper

Rank

12.69

16.50

20.31

+3
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experimental
groups (n=32)
Phase 2
experimental
groups (n=32)
Phase 3
experimental
groups (n=32)

SI

1.02

4.83

8.64

+1

ME

12.89

16.70

20.31

+3

SE

9.59

13.40

17.21

+2

MD

7.06

10.87

14.68

+2

SD

10.34

14.15

17.96

+2

Figure 5.2 shows line plots for the task complexity factor. These plots represent different
sensitivities based on the given conditions (Single-layer vs. Multilayered; IB-SA info
YES vs. NO; EB-SA info YES vs. NO; Metacognitive monitoring info YES vs. NO).

Figure 5.3: Line Plots for Task Complexity Comparisons
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5.3.3 Analysis of Human Workload in AAWC simulation
The output of human workload is analyzed in accordance with the response of
NASA-TLX test. Table 5.7 shows that the task complexity factor significantly influences
the performance of NASA-TLX. Participant’s mental workload is significantly higher
when they conduct the AAWC simulation with a high level of the task complexity (See
Figure 5.4).
Table 5.7: ANOVA General Linear Model for NASA-TLX
Analysis of Variance for NASA-TLX, using Adjusted SS for Tests
Source
Feedback Types
Task Complexity
Feedback Types*Task Complexity
Error
Total
S = 11.8414

R-Sq = 63.79%

DF
6
1
6
889
1023

Seq SS
4621.1
5964.8
706.6
124654.7
344287.0

Adj SS
4621.1
6149.6
706.6
124654.7

F
0.45
43.86
0.84

R-Sq(adj) = 58.34%

66

Feedback
Types
Control
MD
ME
MI
SD
SE
SI

64
62

NASA-TLX

Adj MS
770.2
6149.6
117.8
140.2

60
58
56
54
52
50
High

Low
Task Complexity

Figure 5.4: Line Plot for Task Complexity Comparisons (NASA-TLX)

P
0.846
0.000
0.539
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5.3.4 Analysis of Information-Based Process Deviation (SR-IB)
The output of information-based process deviation is analyzed in accordance with
the prediction error from SA accuracy. Table 5.8 shows a significant deviation difference
between groups.
Table 5.8: ANOVA General Linear Model for SR-IB
Analysis of Variance for SR-IB, using Adjusted SS for Tests
Source
Feedback Types
Task Complexity
Feedback Types*Task Complexity
Error
Total
S = 15.8431

R-Sq = 24.12%

DF
6
1
6
889
1023

Seq SS
8475.8
31.7
1243.5
223142.8
294057.2

Adj SS
8475.8
30.4
1243.5
223142.8

Adj MS
1412.6
30.4
207.2
251.0

F
2.79
0.12
0.83

P
0.014
0.728
0.550

R-Sq(adj) = 12.68%

50
45

SR-IB

40
35
30
25
20
15

MI

SI

ME

SE

MD

SD

Figure 5.5: Group Comparisons for the SR-IB

Control
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Table 5.9: Multiple Comparisons using Fisher’s method for the SR-IB
Feedback
types
MI

Phase 1
experimental
groups (n=32)
Phase 2
experimental
groups (n=32)
Phase 3
experimental
groups (n=32)

Lower

Center

Upper

Rank

-7.44

-3.88

-0.32

-1

SI

-7.66

-4.10

-0.54

-1

ME

-4.90

-1.34

2.22

0

SE

-3.26

0.30

3.86

0

MD

1.85

5.41

8.97

+1

SD

-1.67

-4.10

-0.54

0

5.3.5 Analysis of Experience-Based Process Deviation (SR-EB)
The output of experience-based process deviation is analyzed in accordance with
the prediction error from OAP. Table 5.10 shows a significant deviation difference
between groups.
Table 5.10: ANOVA General Linear Model for SR-EB
Analysis of Variance for SR-EB, using Adjusted SS for Tests
Source
Feedback Types
Task Complexity
Feedback Types*Task Complexity
Error
Total
S = 18.6244

R-Sq = 32.12%

DF
6
1
6
889
1023

Seq SS
12863.3
265.8
768.7
308366.2
454280.1

Adj SS
12863.3
268.9
768.7
308366.2

R-Sq(adj) = 21.89%

Adj MS
2143.9
268.9
128.1
346.9

F
6.18
0.78
0.37

P
0.000
0.379
0.899

100
50
45

SR-EB

40
35
30
25
20
15

MI

SI

ME

SE

MD

SD

Control

Figure 5.6: Group Comparisons for the SR-EB
Table 5.11: Multiple Comparisons using Fisher’s method for the SR-EB

Phase 1
experimental
groups (n=32)
Phase 2
experimental
groups (n=32)
Phase 3
experimental
groups (n=32)

Feedback
types
MI

Lower

Center

Upper

Rank

-14.34

-9.91

-5.49

-1

SI

-7.26

-2.83

1.59

0

ME

-14.12

-9.69

-5.27

-1

SE

-9.68

-5.25

-0.83

-1

MD

-9.47

-5.05

-0.62

-1

SD

-8.55

-4.12

0.30

0
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5.4

Analysis of Correlations
Tables 5.12 – 15 show Person correlations of IB-RCJ, EB-RCJ, SA accuracy,

OAP, and NASA-TLX for each feedback group (no feedback, MI, SI, ME, SE, MD, and
SD.
Table 5.12: Matrix of Correlation: Phase 1 Experimental groups (*p<0.05)
MI

MI

SI

IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP
TLX
IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP
TLX

EB-RCJ

IB-RCJ

.873*
.327*

.376*

.467*
-.331*

.505*
-.353*

SI

SA
accuracy

.331*
-.298*

OAP

EB-RCJ

IB-RCJ

.744*
.306*

.372*

.094
-.170

.238*
-.269*

SA
accuracy

OAP

-.190*

.255*
-.39*

-.303*

Table 5.13: Matrix of Correlation: Phase 2 Experimental groups (*p<0.05)
ME

ME

SE

IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP
TLX
IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP
TLX

EB-RCJ

IB-RCJ

.957*
.232*

.238*

.286*
-.35*

.313*
-.304*

SE

SA
accuracy

.179*
-.018

OAP

EB-RCJ

IB-RCJ

.847*
.014

.001

.045
-.395*

.127
-.364*

SA
accuracy

-.304*

.257*
-.08

Table 5.14: Matrix of Correlation: Phase 3 Experimental groups (*p<0.05)
MD

OAP

SD

-.07
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MD

SD

IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP
TLX
IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP
TLX

EB-RCJ

IB-RCJ

.851*
.302*

.463*

.393*
-.314*

.478*
-.301*

IB- SA

OAP

.394*
-.219*

-.151

EB-RCJ

IB-RCJ

.853*
.112

.308*

.168
-.538*

.265*
-.597*

IB- SA

OAP

.364*
-.30*

-.417*

Table 5.15: Matrix of Correlation: Control group (*p<0.05)

No Feedback

5.5

IB-RCJ
SA accuracy
OAP
NASA-TLX

EB-RCJ

IB-RCJ

IB- SA

OAP

.87*
.221*
.065
-.190*

.329*
.104
-.238*

.232*
-.127

-.067

Temporality Effects by Testing Session (day)
Tables 5.16 – 19 show the performance changes for each day of experimentation.

In addition, Figure 5.7 and 8 depict improvement lines where the means of the operators’
performances (SA accuracy in Figure 5.7; OAP in Figure 5.8). These show that
participants who are assigned in MI and SI experience a significant improvement of SA
accuracy performance compared to the previous testing session. For OAP, all
experimental groups (MI, SI, ME, SE, MD, and SD) show a significant learning effect by
testing session.
Table 5.16: Performances for the 2 days of testing session (Phase 1 Experimental group)
MI
EB-RCJ

Mean

SI

Day1

Day2

Tvalue

61.40

67.78

-2.16

P-value

Day1

Day2

Tvalue

P-value

0.035*

58.31

55.81

0.78

0.438
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IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP

StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev

22.55
55.71
25.06
53.70
20.06
31.78
13.38

17.40
62.46
18.60
61.67
20.50
38.24
14.56

-2.08

0.042*

-2.02

0.048*

-3.44

0.001*

21.90
48.19
22.77
44.66
19.74
21.31
12.07

20.72
49.38
18.58
55.56
19.06
25.61
13.39

-0.43

0.669

-2.64

0.011*

-2.16

0.036*

Table 5.17: Performances for the 2 days of testing session (Phase 2 Experimental group)
ME

EB-RCJ
IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP

Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev

Day1

Day2

61.71
17.92
59.98
17.94
48.68
16.34
28.28
18.37

65.07
17.77
63.68
17.63
48.20
19.36
38.53
17.97

SE
Tvalue

P-value

-1.25

0.215

-1.35

0.181

0.14

0.889

-4.04

0.000*

Day1

Day2

61.25
21.84
53.08
25.08
58.43
17.01
30.15
20.04

63.13
19.45
58.85
16.99
54.96
19.77
41.91
19.93

Tvalue

P-value

-0.67

0.506

-1.85

0.07

0.98

0.333

-3.86

0.000*

Table 5.18: Performances for the 2 days of testing session (Phase 3 Experimental group)
MD

EB-RCJ
IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP

Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev

Day1

Day2

63.37
18.35
57.74
21.31
32.42
25.41
24.17
18.49

65.38
17.19
62.12
18.04
39.97
22.75
31.21
22.58

SD

Tvalue

P-value

-0.82

0.415

-1.75

0.086

-1.84

0.071

-2.89

0.005*

Day1

Day2

66.23
22.57
57.58
25.06
42.06
25.47
26.54
20.58

63.45
19.19
58.55
21.92
50.71
22.37
35.40
25.36

Tvalue

P-value

1.02

0.312

-0.32

0.753

-1.79

0.078

-3.55

0.001*

Table 5.19: Performances for the 2 days of testing session (Control group)
No Feedback
EB-RCJ

Mean
StDev

Day1

Day2

T-value

P-value

54.43
24.99

57.21
24.51

-1.39

0.165
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IB-RCJ
SA
accuracy
OAP

Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev

46.79
25.49
38.93
23.56
15.58
13.01

53.15
24.38
44.91
20.92
18.06
13.45

-2.98

0.003*

-2.32

0.022*

-1.74

0.084

65
60
MI

55

SI
50

ME

SE

45

MD

40

SD
No feedback

35
30
Day 1

Day 2

Figure 5.7: SA accuracy Comparisons for the 2 days of testing sessions
45
40
MI
35

SI
ME

30

SE
MD

25

SD
No feedback

20
15
Day 1

Day 2

Figure 5.8: OAP Comparisons for the 2 days of testing sessions
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5.6

Analysis of Self-Regulation Effects using Fuzzy Indexes

5.6.1 Self-Regulated Fuzzy Index
For fuzzy relations between Meta and Object-Levels, Table 5.20 shows different
results of self-regulated fuzzy (SRF) index ( ̂

) for groups. SRF index consists

of the trend of center ( ) and spread ( ). Based on its function, f = 1 represents
experience-based process and f = 2 represents information-based process.
Table 5.20: Trend Comparisons (Center: , Spread:
Groups

MI

SI

ME

Parameter

,

*p<0.05)

Day

Mean

StDev

Degree

Difference
Mean
Degree

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

2.452
2.031
1.161
0.7
1.286
1.104
0.571
0.430
3.213
3.270
1.743
2.152
1.450
1.048
0.887
0.484
3.149
2.578
2.470
1.390
1.544
1.887

0.937
0.560
0.689
0.702
0.579
0.295
0.320
0.263
1.782
2.686
1.072
2.429
0.704
0.380
0.614
0.338
1.713
1.523
2.116
1.255
0.484
1.057

67.80◦
63.78◦

-0.421

- 4.03◦

-0.461
52.13◦
47.83◦

-0.182

- 4.33◦

-0.141
72.71◦
73.00◦

+0.057

+0.28◦

+0.409
55.40◦
46.34◦

-0.401

-9.06◦

-0.403
72.38◦
68.79◦

-0.571

-3.59◦

-1.080
57.07◦
62.08◦

+0.343

+5.00◦
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SE

MD

SD

No
Feedback

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

0.793
1.017
4.244
2.328
3.236
1.331
1.094
1.590
0.616
0.870
4.663
4.680
5.561
3.735
2.058
2.154
1.887
1.070
4.243
4.707
5.942
3.838
1.813
1.424
1.550
0.587
5.637
5.255
6.725
4.944
1.437
1.548
1.186

0.490
1.032
2.790
1.300
2.214
1.263
0.622
0.815
0.479
0.910
4.256
5.547
7.184
7.069
1.382
0.939
1.349
0.873
4.188
3.696
8.593
4.440
1.231
0.573
1.431
0.385
8.218
4.790
9.920
6.915
0.788
0.925
1.217

2

0.900

0.872

+0.224
76.74◦
66.75◦

-1.915

-9.95◦

-1.904
47.57◦
57.83◦

+0.496

+10.26◦

+0.254
77.89◦
77.93◦

+0.017

+0.04◦

-1.825
64.08◦
65.09◦

+0.096

+1.01◦

-0.817
76.74◦
78.00◦

+0.464

+1.26◦

-2.104
61.12◦
54.92◦

-0.388

-6.20◦

-0.963
79.94◦
79.22◦

-0.382

-0.72◦

-1.780
55.16◦
57.13◦

+0.110
-0.286

1.97◦
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5.6.2 Self-Regulated Learning Meta-Index
Table 5.21 shows all results of Self-Regulated Learning Meta (SRLM) index
during the experiment (t = testing session).
Table 5.21: The Group results of SRLM index

EB

0.685

MI

IB

̃

̃

Process

1.008

(

)

<C11i,S11i>
2.164
0.586
3.881
1.954
2.693
1.925
1.333
1.177
2.365
0.64
1.774
0.312
1.363
0.687
2.101
0.368
2.927
1.202
4.133
2.153
1.804
0.739
1.756
1.457
3.35
2.014
1.49
0.307
3.633
1.896

<C12i,S12i>
1.526
0.365
1.576
0.197
3.533
3.049
2.461
1.295
2.019
0.757
1.665
0.522
1.865
0.657
2.097
0.405
2.24
0.409
2.283
0.594
1.906
0.502
1.108
0.308
2.114
0.268
1.627
0.438
2.446
0.727

<C21i,S21i>

<C22i,S22i>

0.971
1.59
0.652
0.225
1.463
0.832
0.69
1.015
1.479
2.273
2.355
1.403
1.35
1.337

0.11
0.515
0.431
0.197
0.454
0.598
0.394
0.389
0.627
0.931
1.105
1.309
0.454
0.506

1.338
0.787
0.788
1.007
1.087
1.52
1.59
0.947
1.226
1.35
0.926
0.648
1.135
0.786

0.8
0.295
0.126
0.553
0.21
1.1
0.573
0.453
0.24
0.505
0.173
0.198
0.376
0.321
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1.65

EB

1.271

SI

IB

ME

EB

0.463

0.652

0.606

1.425

0.533

<C11i,S11i>

<C12i,S12i>

3.125
2.5
2.394
1.217
3.24
3.531
2.814
3.723
1.596
3.043
3.5
8.612
2.477

7.622
6.294
1.021
2.581
9.006
2.18
2.424
1.25
1.055
2.916
1.802
3.687
0.672

3.507
1.709
1.129
0.965
0.655
1.781
0.888
2.174
1.073
1.311
1.684
4.363
1.428

8.475
4.37
1.146
1.522
3.922
0.763
0.687
0.281
0.419
0.688
0.783
4.28
0.649

<C21i,S21i>

<C22i,S22i>

0.9
1.366
0.759
2.07
1.003
2.925
1.545
1.157
1.05
1.725
1.8
2.25
0.3

0.975
0.84
1.53
1.35
1.447
1.087
0.836
1.013
0.574
1.35
1.5
0.863
0.27

0.505
0.74
0.832
1.717
0.173
2.273
0.623
0.722
0.842
0.421
1.01
1.515
0.168

0.421
0.269
1.313
0.505
0.902
0.295
0.216
0.379
0.24
0.505
0.842
0.21
0.202

<C11i,S11i>

<C12i,S12i>

6.526
4.68
1.412
3.889
2.291
3.895
1.159
2.431
1.547
2.197

6.014
1.531
1.535
4.843
1.354
1.955
1.475
1.464
1.983
1.165

5.383
3.28
0.313
7.375
0.595
2.487
0.441
1.989
1.576
1.276

4.956
0.315
0.411
2.17
0.301
1.259
0.683
0.774
1.048
0.177
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2.415
3.15
2.991
1.958
6.697

IB

EB

0.907

0.474

SE

IB

1.058

5.848
1.619
1.988
1.05
1.837

4.229
3.969
1.332
2.551
3.273

2.306
1.781
0.529
1.694
2.449

<C21i,S21i>

<C22i,S22i>

1.091
2.121
1.704
1.296
1.793
1.201
1.717
0.984
1.373
1.086
1.751
2.667
1
2.045
1.333

2.374
2.333
1.311
1.305
2.091
1.46
3.182
1.034
1.742
0.983
4.965
1.957
0.913
1.178
1.485

0.34
0.68
0.751
0.502
0.709
0.481
0.794
0.596
1.52
0.368
0.756
2.109
0.306
1.275
0.714

1.076
0.782
0.315
0.308
1.054
0.913
2.551
0.54
0.425
0.257
4.121
1.035
0.455
0.378
1.054

<C11i,S11i>

<C12i,S12i>

1.757
7.517
4.49
1.384
4.278
3.261
1.58
5.428
7.069
10
2.652
1.52

1.145
4.202
1.841
1.486
3.303
0.87
1.647
4.546
1.658
3.738
0.981
2.53

0.394
5.592
3.939
1.554
3.055
3.354
0.816
4.004
5.846
7.316
2.148
0.819

0.125
4.716
0.524
0.991
1.775
0.18
1.079
2.04
1.025
1.926
0.173
1.428

<C21i,S21i>

<C22i,S22i>

1.064
1.098
2.422
0.545
2.042

1.303
2.909
1.572
3.269
1.326

0.178
0.468
1.618
0.612
1.28

0.45
2.857
0.531
2.452
0.298
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0.26
0.954
1.004
1.068
1.439
0.605
0.635

0.219
0.204
0.404
1.097
0.765
0.341
0.206

0.672
1.134
2.27
1.44
1.361
0.689
1.146

0.165
0.427
1.533
0.662
0.513
0.14
0.415
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Chapter 6

Discussions

This chapter contains the discussions of my analysis of the experiments
conducted for this dissertation. Section 6.1 discusses important findings of this research
by answering the research hypotheses. This section summarizes the experiments
conducted in this dissertation. Section 6.2 presents the relationship between the selfregulation effect and the Self-Regulated Fuzzy (SRF) and Self-Regulated Learning Meta
(SRLM) indexes. Finally, Section 6.3 discusses the metacognitive training framework
and adaptive feedback training method.

6.1

Effects of Metacognitive Monitoring Feedback
In this dissertation, I investigated the impact of the participant’s metacognitive
feedback in a simulated training environment. A human-in-the-loop simulation
experiment was conducted to compare the effects of metacognitive and cognitive
feedback between different groups on dynamic decision-making tasks. The
Findings suggest that an improvement in the accuracy of their situation awareness
predictions promoted an increase in their actual situation awareness. The details of
my analysis of the research hypothesis are discussed below.

-

Phase 1 experiment: 1) The participant’s information-based situation awareness (IBSA) in the multilayered feedback group will be significantly higher than the single-
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layer feedback group, because MI provides information based on the relations
between the cues, judgments, and the environment using Endsley’s SA model. 2) I
also hypothesize that accurate monitoring of metacognition (IB-RCJ) is critical to
improve the participant’s information-based situation awareness (IB-SA), because an
improvement in the accuracy of their declarative knowledge prediction might
promote an increase in their information-based situation awareness.
o Hypothesis 1) Accepted: according to the analysis of information-based
situation awareness (Section 5.3.1), there is a significant difference in SA
accuracy for the feedback type factor, F(6,726) = 10.09, p < 0.001. The
grouping information for multiple comparisons using Fisher’s least significant
difference (LSD) method shows that the MI feedback group is classified into
the highest class according to the interval in the set of the SA accuracy mean
(see Figure 5.1). This finding can be explained by the Pearson correlations
between the metacognitive measures (IB-RCJ and EB-RCJ) and the cognitive
measures (SA accuracy and OAP).
o Hypothesis 2) Accepted: in accordance with the analysis of the informationbased process deviation (Section 5.3.4), there is a significant difference in the
feedback groups in a prediction error from the SA accuracy scores, F(6,726) =
2.79, p < 0.05. The grouping information for multiple comparisons using
Fisher’s LSD method shows that the participants who were assigned to MI and
SI have a smaller deviation compared to the other groups (see Figure 5.5).
My findings from the phase 1 experiment show that accurate monitoring of the
metacognition from the trainees’ declarative knowledge prediction is critical to
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improving their information-based situation awareness, and that the multilayered
feedback structure is recommended because it provides additional information
regarding the relationships between the cues, judgments, and the environment.
-

Phase 2experiment: 1) based on the rationale of hypothesis 1from the Phase 1
experiment, the OAP in the ME group is higher than the SE group because the design
of the multilayered feedback is based on the RoE (Rule of Engagement). 2) I also
hypothesize that accurate monitoring of metacognition (EB-RCJ) is critical to
improve the participant’s experience-based situation awareness (EB-SA) because an
improvement in the accuracy of their procedural knowledge prediction might promote
an increase in their experience-based situation awareness.
o Hypothesis 1) Accepted: according to the analysis of experience-based
situation awareness (Section 5.3.2), there is a significant difference in OAP for
the feedback type factor, F(6,726) = 5.30, p < 0.001. The grouping
information for multiple comparisons using Fisher’s LSD method shows that
the ME feedback group is classified into the highest class according to the
interval in the set of the OAP mean (see Figure 5.2). Based on the Pearson
correlations results from Table 5.12, I detected the same phenomenon
observed in the Phase 1 experiment. The ME feedback group showed
significant correlations between all of the measurement scores (except NASATLX). However, the SE feedback group showed significant correlations
between EB-RCJ and IB-RCJ, OAP and SA accuracy. This means that the
individuals who were assigned to the ME feedback group performed better
than the participants in the SE feedback group, because they have all
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significant correlations between the Meta-Level and Object-Level in both IB
and EB processes.
o Hypothesis 2) Accepted: in accordance with the analysis of the experiencebased process deviation (Section 5.3.5), there was a significant difference
between the feedback groups in the prediction error from the OAP scores,
F(6,726) = 6.18, p < 0.001. The grouping information for multiple
comparisons using Fisher’s LSD method shows that the participants who were
assigned to the ME and SE groups have a smaller deviation compared to the
no feedback groups (see Figure 5.6).
Findings from the phase 1 and 2 experiments show that the multilayered feedback
structure is very influential to the correlation between the Meta-Level and the ObjectLevel for both the IB and EB process when participants are monitoring metacognitive
and cognitive feedback components. In addition, the more significant self-regulation
effect was detected as the participants were monitored for the information-based
metacognitive monitoring feedback.
-

Phase 3experiment: I hypothesize that the participants who are monitoring integrated
feedback with SA accuracy and OAP might show higher situation awareness
compared to the Phase 1 and 2 experimental groups, but their accuracy of judgments
from SA accuracy and OAP might be worse than the participants who are monitored
for both the Meta-Level and the Object-Level.
o Partially accepted: according to the analysis of both information-based
situation awareness (Section 5.3.1) and experience-based situation awareness
(Section 5.3.2), the MD and SD feedback group’s SA accuracy scores were
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not significantly better than the other groups. Moreover, these groups did not
show any better OAP performance compared to the Phase 1 and 2
experimental groups (MI, SI, ME, and SE). According to the matrix of
correlation in Table 5.13, the MD feedback group showed the same correlation
pattern10 compared to the MI and ME feedback groups. However, the MD
feedback gr’s SA accuracy and OAP scores were not higher than the SD
feedback group. This means that the multilayered feedback structure was not
influential to both the IB and EB process when the participants were
monitoring dual Object-Level feedback (SA accuracy and OAP) in a dynamic
task environment. In terms of the accuracy of the judgments from SA accuracy
and OAP, the MD feedback group showed a smaller prediction error from
OAP compared to the no feedback groups.
All findings from the Phase 1, 2, and 3 experiments support that the individuals’
information-based situation awareness and experience-based situation awareness of the
dynamic control tasks were significantly influenced by the design of the feedback. This
finding is consistent with the results from Norman’s study (1989). According to
Norman’s research, only appropriate feedback on the dynamic system operation provides
successful monitoring of an operator’s situation awareness (Norman 1990). In addition,
the results of the participants’ EB-RCJ and IB-RCJ as retrospective confidence
judgments of OAP and SA accuracy indicate that the individuals’ accurate monitoring of
the metacognition related to situation awareness is important to improve not only

10

significant correlations between all of the Meta and Object measurement scores
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information-based situation awareness but also experience-based situation awareness in
complex dynamic systems. This means that the feedback of metacognitive monitoring is
an integral part of the self-regulated learning processes in dynamic decision-making
tasks. Especially, when the operators were exposed to both cognitive and metacognitive
aspects with a multilayered feedback structure based on Endsley’s SA model, they were
able to improve their ability to connect between their on-going cognitive process
(information-based and experience-based) and their metacognitive process better than
others. The MI feedback group, which had the smallest deviation from their own situation
awareness, showed the best performance in both Object-Level processes. Moreover, MI
feedback group showed a significant temporality effect on both Object-level and Metalevel metrics between day 1 and day 2 (see Table 5.16). Hence, first of all, the
participants in the metacognitive monitoring feedback groups were able to monitor more
accurately their situation awareness through metacognitive monitoring. This accurate
calibration of the operators’ monitoring is closely related to effective Self-Regulated
Learning (SRL). Secondly, the multilayered feedback structure based on Endsley’s SA
model can reinforce the connection between IP process and EB process. In other words,
the operators could connect declarative knowledge regarding each level of SA with its
action rule more clearly when they observe the multilayered information-based (MI)
feedback. Overall, results clearly demonstrate the characteristic of SRL in complex
dynamic systems.
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6.2

Relation between Self-Regulation and SR Fuzzy Index
The previous section revealed the effects of metacognitive monitoring feedback in

a dynamic control environment. In this section, I focus on how to understand selfregulation11 between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level in order to support the
proposed metacognitive framework (see Figure 3.2). In this research, I used the SelfRegulated Fuzzy (SRF) index. It focuses on the relationship between the Meta and Object
levels for both experience-based (f=1) and information-based (f=2) processes. By using
the SRF index ( ̃ ), I am able to explore the effects of metacognition on dynamic control
tasks.
The result of the SRF index in Table 5.20 shows that each feedback group had a
unique fuzzy pattern, and different trend of Center (

) and trend of Spread ( ) score

means by testing session (day). This clearly demonstrates a different improvement of
self-regulation based upon the feedback conditions.
For the MI feedback group, the results (Table 5.9 and 5.10) indicate that this
group is the only group that showed a significant SR effect in both the IB and EB process
(IB: 95% CI for the difference with control group: [-7.44, -3.88, -0.32]; EB: 95% CI for
the difference with control group: [-14.34,-9.91,-5.49]). The result of the SRF index in
Table 5.20 also shows that all of the SRF indexes (

) in this group decreased

at least 4 degree compared to the previous testing session.

11

developmental processes that emerges from guided practice and feedback Paris, S. G. and A. H. Paris
(2001). "Classroom applications of research on self-regulated learning." Educational Psychologist 36(2):
89-101.
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For the SI, ME, and SE feedback groups, which contained a metacognitive
monitoring component, either the IB process or the EB process showed a significant SR
effect. The SI feedback group showed a significant SR improvement in the IB process
compared to the control group, and the <C2, S2 > values also decreased compared to the
previous testing session (see Table 6.1). The ME and SE feedback groups had a
significant SR improvement in the EB process and the <C1, S1 > values decreased
compared to the previous testing session (see Table 6.1). This phenomenon strongly tells
us that there is a solid relationship between the SR effect and the training performance.
The reason is because the individuals who were continuously monitored for both the
Meta-Level and the Object-Level reduced both the trend of Center (Cf) and Spread (Sf)
regarding the knowledge related to the monitored process (IB or EB). However, the
groups whose feedback did not contain a metacognitive monitoring component showed
that their trends of Center in the IB or EB process had a negative relationship with the
trends of Spread (see Figure 6.2). In other words, the improvements in the accuracy of the
declarative (IB) or procedural (EB) knowledge prediction (SR effect) of the groups which
contained a metacogntive monitoirng component are cosistent with the SRF index.
However, the participants who monitored integrated feedback with IB-SA and EB-SA
(no Meta-Level) showed unsystematic patterns between the SR effect and SRF index.
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Table 6.1: SR effect and SRF indexes for Phase 1 and 2 experiments

Feedback
Type

SR Effect

SRF Indexes

4.5

f=1

95% CI

(-13.75, -6.07)

T-Value

-5.08

P-Value

0.000

4
3.5
3

MI

2.5
2
1.5

f=2

95% CI

(-7.20, -0.56)

T-Value

-2.30

0.5

P-Value

0.022

0

1

Day1

Day2

Day1

Day2

4.5

f=1

95% CI

(-7.29, 1.63)

T-Value

-1.25

P-Value

0.213

SI

4

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5

f=2

95% CI

(-7.29, -0.92)

T-Value

-2.53

P-Value

0.012

1
0.5
0
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4.5

f=1

95% CI

(-14.12,-5.27)

T-Value

-4.32

P-Value

0.000

ME

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5

f=2

95% CI

(-4.91, 2.23)

T-Value

-0.74

P-Value

0.460

1
0.5
0
Day1

Day2

Day1

Day2

4.5

f=1

95% CI

(-10.07,-0.43)

T-Value

-2.15

P-Value

0.033

SE

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5

f=2

95% CI

(-3.54, 4.14)

T-Value

0.15

P-Value

0.878

1
0.5
0

According to Table 6.2, for the MD feedback group, C1‘s leaning difference is
increased by + 0.04 , and S1 is decreased by – 4.19 , C2 is = + 1.01 , S2 is – 14.33 . This
shows that the integrated feedback, from which the IB-SA and EB-SA scores are
displayed with a multilayered structure, can reduce fuzziness in both the IB and EB
processes, but this feedback is not beneficial to move a trend of Center to the selfregulated (SR) state. The SD feedback group also showed a similar phenomenon in the
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EB process (C1 and S1). The difference of the tilt angle in the SRF index is < +1.26 , 4.42 >.
Table 6.2: SR effect and SRF indexes for Phase 3 experiment

Feedbac
k Type

SRF Indexes
(̃ )

SR Effect

95% CI

(-9.47,-0.62)

6
5

f=1

MD

T-Value

-2.24

P-Value

0.026

4
3
2

f=2

95% CI

(1.61, 9.20)

T-Value

2.81

P-Value

0.005

1
0
Day1

Day2

Day1

Day2

7

f=1

95% CI

(-8.86, 0.61)

6

T-Value

-1.72

5

P-Value

0.087

4

SD

3

f=2

95% CI

(-1.94, 5.71)

T-Value

0.97

P-Value

0.332

2
1
0
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This can be interpreted as aggravating a current over-confident (OC) state by
using a single-layer dual feedback. Based on our findings from the patterns between selfregulation and the SRF index, I strongly insist that the SRF index can explain the
relationship between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level for both processes
(experience-based (f=1) and information-based (f=2) processes). By using this index, it is
possible to develop a new advanced training simulation which provides trainees with a
better ability to interplay between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level.

6.2.1 Structural Equation Modeling for Metacognitive Training Framework
In order to verify the effect of the metacognitive monitoring feedback component
in my proposed training framework (see Figure 3.9), the structural equation modeling
(SEM) technique is applied. It is one of the well-known statistical techniques for testing
causal relations using a combination of data. SEM helps us to integrate both confirmatory
and exploratory modeling. Hence, it provides all of the relations between the Meta-Level
and the Object-Level metric. By using all of the data from the phase 1, 2, and 3
experiments, I can classify three different SEMs and compare their differences based on
the feedback conditions12. Figure 6.1- 3 show SEMs for the no feedback, cognitive
feedback, and metacognitive feedback conditions respectively.

12

1) Metacognitive feedback condition: both Meta-Level and Object-Level monitoring components (MIF,
SIF, MEF, and SEF), 2) Cognitive feedback condition: Object-Level monitoring components (MDF and
SDF), 3) No feedback condition: no monitoring component (Control groups)
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Figure 6.1: Structural Equation Modeling for No feedback condition

Figure 6.2: Structural Equation Modeling for Cognitive feedback
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Figure 6.3: Structural Equation Modeling for Metacognitive feedback13
All p-values in the analysis of variance related to SEMs are statistically
significant at an alpha level of 0.05. For the experience-based (EB) process, S1 =
0.939∙C1, R2 = 0.429 (No feedback); S1 = 1.068∙ C1, R2 = 0.482 (Cognitive feedback); S1
= 0.648∙ C1, R2 = 0.637 (Metacognitive feedback). For the information-based (IB)
process, S2 = 0.718∙C2, R2 = 0.388 (No feedback); S2 = 0.675∙C2, R2 = 0.358 (Cognitive
feedback); S2 = 0.568∙C2, R2 = 0.699 (Metacognitive feedback). According to these
results, I am able to verify the effect of the metacognitive monitoring feedback
component in complex dynamic systems. As shown in Figure 6.3, the individuals who
were assigned to the metacognitive feedback condition show their current SR state

13

X-axis: the trend of center
Y-axis: the trend of spread
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explains 69.9% of the fuzziness in the IB process and 63.7% of the fuzziness in the EB
process. This indicates that the model with the metacognitive feedback condition fits the
data extremely well as compared to the other conditions.

6.3

Self-Regulated Learning Meta-Index
The second index: the Self-Regulated Learning Meta (SRLM) index14 focuses on

measuring the internal consistency on the learning effects by training session. It allows us
to monitor the change in the Meta-Level in terms of the self-regulated learning process in
a dynamic control task environment. The SRLM index shows the degree learning effects
of the SRF index by training days for the experience-based process (f = 1) and the
information-based process (f = 2). For example, if ̃ is close to 1, then the individuals
have experienced a very small fluctuation of the SRF index during the two consecutive
training sessions. If ̃ is larger than 1 (assumption: current SR state is OC), at least one
component in the SRF index (<Cf ,Sf >) becomes more distant from an autonomous SR
state direction. If ̃

is smaller than 1, the fluctuation of the SRF index has positively

influenced to the self-regulated learning.
The SRF index represents the individuals’ current self-regulated state, such as
over-confident or under-confident, and the deviation from the autonomous SR state. By
comparing ̃ and the observed SRF index ( ̃

(

) ),

the SRLM index indicates the

degree of the learning effects of the SRF index by training sessions. Figure 6.4 shows

14

̃

̃ (
̃

)
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examples of the SRLM index for the experience-based process (f = 1) and the
information-based process (f = 2).

(a) SRLM index in f=1 for the 2days of < C1, S1 >

(b) SRLM index in f=2 for the 2days of < C2, S2 >
Figure 6.4: MI group scores by testing session in IB and EB processes15

15

X-axis: SRF index for Day 1
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The result of the SRLM index during the experiment (see Table 5.20) suggests
that the participant’s learning behavior is significantly influenced by the feedback type.
In addition, the trends of Center (Cf) and Spread (Sf) in each experimental group showed
different SRF patterns as the testing sessions went on. By using these, I am able to predict
the trainees’ reaction for which the feedback is selected from the human adaptive training
(HAT) algorithm (see Figure 3.12). Then, it will help to minimize the individual’s
vagueness and uncertainty between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level for both the IB
and EB process in complex dynamic systems. By comparing ̃ and the SR effect from
different feedbacks ( ̃ , k = the number of feedback choice), I can get the estimated SRF
index ( ̂

(

)

∑

(̃

estimated SRLM index ( ̂

̃ )). The estimated SRF index allows calculating the
∑

(̃
̃

̃ )

).

Human Adaptive Feedback Training (HAFT) compares all of the estimated SRF
and SRLM indexes to select the best feedback for the next training session. The upper
figure 6.5 shows the simulation results of HAFT (X-axis: training session, Y-axis: Cf).
The graph represents that HAFT can significantly reduce the value of C1 upper bound as
the number of training sessions are increased. The lower Figure 6.5 shows the
accumulation of near-by autonomous SR state in terms of # of trials (green: No feedback,
blue: cognitive feedback, red: adaptive feedback).

Y-axis: SRF index for Day 2
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Figure 6.5: Simulation result of Human Adaptive Feedback Training (HAFT)
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter concludes the dissertation and discusses the contributions of this
research. Possible future directions for extending the work presented in this dissertation
are also discussed. Section 7.1 summarizes the research conducted in this dissertation.
The research questions discussed in Chapter 1 are also reviewed in this section. Section
7.2 presents the limitations of the current research. Finally, Section 7.3 discusses the
possible extensions of this research for future work.

7.1

Research Conclusions
In summary, several important implications can be drawn from this study. First,

the present study investigates the effects of the metacognitive monitoring feedback
conditions in dynamic control tasks. During the AAWC human-in-the-loop simulation,
the measures of the participants’ declarative and procedural knowledge (IB-SA and EBSA) and subject ratings of metacognitive behavior, IB-RCJ and EB-RCJ, were collected.
One of the important findings was that the participants who monitored a metacognitive
monitoring component while they were observing multilayered feedback screens, which
contained the information to calibrate the participants’ on-going cognition and
metacognition, appeared to outperform the other groups, because accurate monitoring of
metacognition is critical to improve the operators’ situation awareness and their own
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understanding related to cognitive knowledge in dynamic control tasks. This shows that
the design of the external feedback, including a metacognitive monitoring component,
can significantly influence the operators’ training performance in a dynamic decisionmaking environment. Secondly, the present results suggest that an ability to accurately
predict the current level of situation awareness, called the self-regulation effect, can be
qualified as factors to measure the current level of the self-regulated learning state in both
IB and EB processes. By using this finding, I am able to support a dual process
connection between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level in a dynamic control task
environment. Thirdly, the study identified some fuzzy patterns of information and
experience processing that guided towards an understanding of the kind of adaptive
learning behavior between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level while the participants
were operating dynamic complex tasks. By conceptualizing and verifying the
metacognitive framework in a dynamic environment, I found the multi-dimensional
relationship of human information (IB) and experience (EB) processing. The selection of
the appropriate feedback components during the simulation training should depend on the
function of the self-regulated learning capabilities and environmental dependencies
instead of task performance. Finally, through this study, the human adaptive training
(HAT) strategy was developed for the new training approach in complex dynamic task
domains. HAT selects the appropriate feedback components based on the current state of
IB and EB processing, so as to minimize the vagueness and uncertainty relationship
between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level.
Empirical experiments involving human participants were conducted to assess the
effect of the metacognitive monitoring feedback and the new approach to evaluate the
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trainees’ self-regulation by using the SRF and SRLM index. The empirical study,
conducted with 128 participants, indicates that there is a significant correlation difference
between experimental groups and situation awareness while they are conducting dynamic
control tasks. In conclusion, the summary for the research questions discussed in Chapter
1 are addressed again below.
1. How can the Nelson and Narens’ metacognitive framework be described in
complex dynamic systems?
The conceptual metacognitive framework for a dynamic environment is proposed in
Figure 3.2. The framework is based on dual-processes underlying information-based
and experience-based metacognitive judgments and Nelson and Narens’s original
metacognitive framework (See Figure 1.1). My empirical studies reveal that the
relationship between the Meta- Level and the Object-Level not only depends on the
information flow of the dual-process (IB and EB), but it also depends on the
synchronization process between IB and EB. According to the results, the participants
in the metacognitive monitoring feedback groups were able to monitor more
accurately their situation awareness through metacognitive monitoring. This accurate
calibration of the operators’ monitoring is closely related to effective Self-Regulated
Learning (SRL). In addition, the structural equation model (SEM) for metacognitive
feedback shows the higher R2 (EB: 0.637, IB: 0.699) compared to the other SEMs.
This means that the individuals who were assigned to the metacognitive feedback
condition show their current SR state explains 69.9% of fuzziness in the IB process
and 63.7% of fuzziness in the EB process. Therefore, I can conclude that a
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metacognitive monitoring feedback can enhance the connection between both the
Object-Levels (IB-SA and EB-SA) and the Meta-Levels (IB-RCJ and EB-RCJ).
2. Does the metacognitive monitoring feedback influence the individuals’ situation
awareness in complex dynamic systems?
The results from the phase 1, 2, and 3 experiments suggest that the individuals’
information-based situation awareness and experience-based situation awareness
were significantly influenced by the design of the feedback. Especially, metacognitive
monitoring feedback is an integral part of the self-regulated learning processes in
dynamic decision-making tasks.
3. If so, how does metacognitive monitoring feedback influences the information flow
between the Object Level and the Meta Level?
Based on the patterns between self-regulation and the SRF index (see Section 6.2),
the SRF index can explain the relation between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level
for both of the processes (experience-based (f=1) and information-based (f=2)
processes).

Figure 7.1: Self-regulated learning process in MI
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Figure 7.1 shows separate fuzzy linear regressions using Cf for both the IB and
EB processes and scatter plots, which is data from the empirical experiments. These
regression lines suggest that the degree from the autonomous SR state (green-solid
line) to the current SR state for both processes (EB-Day1: red-dashed line; EB-Day2:
red-solid line; IB-Day1: blue-dashed line; IB-Day2: blue-solid line) was smaller as
testing sessions went on. This shows that the individuals were able to better control
their own internal learning through metacognitive feedback. This phenomenon is
similar to the results of Dunlosky and Hertzog’s self-regulated learning research. In
conclusion, by using the SRF index, it is possible to develop the new advanced
training simulation which provides the trainees with a better ability to interplay
between the Meta-Level and the Object-Level.
4. How can we effectively improve both the trainees’ declarative and procedural
knowledge in the training simulation?
By using the SRF and SRLM indexes, I introduced a more advanced feedback
training algorithm, called human adaptive feedback training (HAFT), which
effectively improves both the trainees’ declarative and procedural knowledge in
training simulations. The SRLM index shows the degree of consistency for
declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge based on the days of the training
session. The objective of HAFT is to minimize the deviation of the SRF index from
the autonomous SR state and to choose an appropriate feedback component based on
the estimated SRLM index. The HAFT simulation result (see Figure 6.5) shows that
this new training approach will be beneficial to identify navigational metacognitive
behavior derived from information-based and experience-based situation awareness.
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My research findings suggest that knowledge and awareness regarding the rulebased dynamic control task are significantly influenced by the individual strategic
behaviors and memory systems. Hence, I conclude that the instructional design which
contained the elements of improving continuous metacognitive adjustments will increase
a performance of the training simulation in a complex dynamic task. An example of this
new instructional design could be providing a detached content-dependent feedback
based on learners’ SRF index. The key point of this design is generating learning
strategies that are subsequently applied within particular contexts (declarative knowledge)
and promote and transfer to the specific action related to the knowledge.
In order to verify the metacognitive training mechanism in a dynamic complex
task, AAWC training simulation will be modified to provide schema training based on
the metacognitive framework for a dynamic environment. Several feedback conditions
have shown different effects on Phase 1, 2, and 3 experiments. By using the fuzzy rulebased programming16, the simulator calculates trainee’s current self-regulated state in
terms of SRF index and provides the most appropriate feedback condition to minimize
the ambiguity between Meta-Level and Object-Level. It will provide effective in
improving comprehension and learner self-efficiency. Then, learners acknowledge
important elements in that knowledge of both “what to do” and “how to do it”. The
monitoring routine would be amenable to training and is generalizable across both tasks
and learners of different abilities.

16

Language NICEL (Nicesoft 1994) is designed according to the principles of modularization,
parameterization, packaging, reuse and a declarative approach in software engineering and artificial
intelligence.
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7.2

Limitations of Current Work
In this section, I discuss some limitations of my current work and finally end the

chapter with discussions of recommendations for future work.


The experiments have been formatted to interpret the relationship between the MetaLevel and the Object-Level to verify the dual-process metacognitive framework.
Hence, I chose the specific feedback components in my experimental conditions. If I
consider this situation in which three factors (A: Metacognitive Monitoring feedback
based on Retrospective Confidence Judgment (RCJ), B: Cognitive feedback based on
Informational Situation Awareness based on Endsley’s SA model, and C: Cognitive
feedback based on the Task Skill Performance using Rules of Engagement) are of
interest, then I need to conduct two one-half fractions of the 23 design experiments
(see Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2: Projection of the experimental design
The additional experiments might provide a better understanding of the
metacognitive process in the simulation training within a dynamic environment.
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The plus and minus signs for the sequel one-half fractions of the 23 design is shown in
Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: The sequel one-half fractions of the 23 design



−

Treatment
Combination
a

Metacognitive monitoring

+

−

b

Situation Awareness

−

−

+

c

+

+

+

abc

Task Skill Performance
Metacognitive monitoring + Situation
Awareness + Task Skill Performance

A

B

C

+

−

−

Feedback Group

It is necessary to consider the long term training effect of situation awareness and
metacognitive monitoring feedback in dynamic control tasks. The applications of my
study are a very promising for industry training and for mental modeling efforts, but
the participants who performed the AAWC simulation were exposed to the
experimental conditions for only two days. In order to observe how a novice
participant selects a particular action out of many possible actions that are available in
a dynamic learning environment, the study should be conducted again for a longer
time (at least one week).



This study was conducted using a simple test bed and with student participants.
Although I tried to replicate the workload that operators typically experience in a real
training environment, the study still lacked an operational context. In addition, the
participants who were randomly selected from the student population cannot fully
represent real radar monitoring operators. It is not clear how much the lack of an
operational context and the use of student participants has influenced the results.
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7.3

Recommendations for Future Work
Metacogntion is the most powerful predictor of learning (Wang, Haertel et al.

1990). Through the process of metacognition, learners can develop cognitive forcing
strategies from their errors. During the experiments using the computer-based training of
AAWC, students (novices) relied on computer feedback. However, it may not be true to
experts. According to the research done by Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987), novices use
very simple processes of knowledge compared to experts. It means that experts might
rely on their own strategies to monitor their learning rather than the computer feedback.
For that reason, the metacognitive training process must be different in terms of an
experience level. Some researchers have suggested that metacognitive strategies should
be invoked independently by learners without external cueing (Di Vesta and Rieber 1987).
Hence, the follow up research is necessary to investigate the effect on metacognition
between novice and expert in a dynamic control task. In addition, the domain of my
experiments is a rule-based task. The results and findings are heavily dependent on the
contents of AAWC. Therefore, it is also necessary to investigate content-independent
strategies for metacognitive training. These strategies are generalizable to across learning
tasks.

7.3.1 Towards an adaptive training approach to human learning
My study suggests a new metacognitive framework in simulation training based
on the human adaptive training strategy. According to the insights gained from the study,
a recommendation is made here for future studies to develop more advanced training
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simulators in complex environments. Metacognition is one of the promising cognitive
research areas for medical education to achieve this goal (Kuiper and Pesut 2004).
Developing human adaptive training (HAT) simulations in healthcare domains, with
nurse training or emergency medical technician training, and risk awareness problems, is
some future work for this study. One of the main causes for medication errors is a lack of
staff training. Hence, this human adaptive training (HAT) research in a dynamic
environment could help to improve the quality of medical education by reducing the ratio
of errors. Moreover, this research could provide better equipped personnel to satisfy the
various needs of patients.

7.3.2 Adopting fuzzy signal detection theory to analyze dynamics in HAT
The fuzzy signal detection theory (FSDT), which combines fuzzy logic and
conventional signal detection theory (SDT) might provide a better understanding of the
experience-based process in complex systems, because FSDT allows the signal and the
response to fall somewhere between 0 and 1. This combination can increase the precision
of the analysis of the Meta-Level and the Object-Levels with membership functions such
as: {|

| . In this concept, Hit is min

(signal, response), Miss is max (signal- response, 0), False Alarm is max (responsesignal, 0), and Correct Rejection is min (1-signal, 1-response). This will help us to
identify the navigational training impact of the metacognitive behavior derived from the
human-adaptive training (HAT) strategy.
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Appendix C
Scenario Descriptions
Eight scenarios are developed to conduct the experiment based on the main story line.
Events are in time sequences. They are significantly related with situation awareness
probes. There are 46 time windows with 24 aircrafts in high complexity condition: 4
DCA (Defense Counter Air) aircrafts, 6 known aircrafts, and 14 unknown aircrafts. For
low complexity condition, there are 23 time windows with 12 aircrafts (2 DCA aircrafts,
3 known aircrafts, and 7 unknown aircrafts).
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Scenario #1
- Description of Scenario #1 (RED: Unknown aircrafts, Black: known aircrafts)
 Total number of aircrafts: 24
 Total number of time windows: 46
 High Workload condition
 Number of DCA aircrafts: 4
 Number of known aircrafts: 6 (start Track Number with 40**)
 Number of unknown aircrafts: 14 (start Track Number with 60**)
 Execution time of Situation Awareness Probe: 13 minute 29 seconds
Time

Event

0:06

initialization

appear unidentified aircrafts

observation

give time to participants to
observe all flying object in
order to make them to
understand the situation

2:18
Spying activity

4:08
Abnormal activity
4:35

5:02

Unidentified
International
Commercial
Aircraft
Unidentified
International
Commercial

Event Description

Behavior of unknown aircraft
which has spying purpose:
aircraft from Chodian attempt
to cross the border into
Koraban
abnormal behavior:
malfunction of private aircrafts
from Koraban
international commercial
aircraft without IFF
(Identification Friend or Foe)
information observe in “Flight
Air Route”
international commercial
aircraft without IFF
(Identification Friend or Foe)

Detail
-Known
TN4009, 4010, 4011,
4012:DCA
TN4003, 4004, 4005 :
friendlyStrike
TN4006, 4007:
Commercial aircraft
-Unknown
TN6015,6016,6017,6018:
Commercial
TN6019,6020,6021:
Hostile Strike
TN6022: Hostile Strike
-Unknown
TN6023: AEW appear
and Move to EAST

-Unknown
TN6024appear and
move to Irascibal border
-Unknown
TN6026 appear and
move to Jovania
international Airport in
Chodian
-Unknown
TN6027 move to
Genialistan international
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Aircraft
5:51
Spying activity
7:12
Hostile Activity
7:53

10:11

13: 29

Practice fire from
Hostile
Practice fire from
Friendly
Execute SA Probe

information observe in “Flight Airport in Korban
Air Route”
Behavior of unknown aircraft
-Unknown
which has spying purpose:
TN6019, 6020 (Hostile
Hostile aircraft attempt to
Strike) are slow down
cross the border into Koraban
their speed and altitude
Pop up the additional
-Unknown
unidentified aircraft within
TN6028(Hostile Strike)
50NM
appear on radar Screen
fire missile to practice target in -Unknown
the hostile territory (Training
TN60226028(Hostile
purpose)
Strike)fire Missile
fire missile to practice target in -Known
the friendly territory (Training
TN4003, 4004(friendly
purpose)
strike) fire Missile
Pause simulation and execute SA Probe

Scenario #2
- Description of Scenario #2 (RED: Unknown aircrafts, Black: known aircrafts)
 Total number of aircrafts: 12
 Total number of time windows: 23
 Low Workload condition
 Number of DCA aircrafts: 2
 Number of known aircrafts: 3 (start Track Number with 40**)
 Number of unknown aircrafts: 7 (start Track Number with 60**)
 Execution time of Situation Awareness Probe: 12 minute 39 seconds
Time

Event

0:06

initialization

observation

Description
appear initial unidentified
aircrafts

give time to participants to
observe all flying object in
order to make them to
understand the situation

Detail
-Known
TN4009, 4010: DCA
TN4008: friendly Strike
TN4006, 4007: Commercial
aircraft
-Unknown
TN6017: Private aircraft
from Korban
TN6018, 6019: Commercial
aircraft
TN6020: Hostile Strike
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1:50

1:55

2:20

Hostile aircraft which has
spying purpose fly in
Spying activity
“Commercial Flight route
(disguise like commercial
flight)
Behavior of unknown aircraft
which has spying purpose:
Spying activity
aircraft from Chodian attempt
to cross the border into
Koraban
abnormal behavior:
Abnormal activity malfunction of private aircrafts
from Koraban

7:15

Hostile activity

9:13

Transportation
activity

12:39

Execute SA Probe

TN6021: Spying aircraft
-Unknown
TN6020fly in “Commercial
Flight route” decrease
speed to 300 knots and
altitude 30000ft.
-Unknown
TN6021: AEW appear and is
approaching to Ownship

-Unknown
TN6017 is approaching to
Ownship
-Unknown
Perform attacking behavior
TN6022(Hostile Strike) is
from unknown aircraft
approaching to Ownship
Max speed
-Unknown
Hostile aircraft which has a
TN6023(Hostile Helicopter)
transportation purpose
appear and move to South
Pause simulation and execute SA Probe

Scenario #3
- Description of Scenario #3 (RED: Unknown aircrafts, Black: known aircrafts)
 Total number of aircrafts: 24
 Total number of time windows: 46
 High Workload condition
 Number of DCA aircrafts: 4
 Number of known aircrafts: 6 (start Track Number with 40**)
 Number of unknown aircrafts: 14 (start Track Number with 60**)
 Execution time of Situation Awareness Probe: 13 minute 10 seconds
Time
0:06

Event
initialization

observation

Description
appear initial unidentified
aircrafts
give time to participants to
observe all flying object in
order to make them to
understand the situation

Detail
-Known
TN4006, 4007, 4008, 4009:
DCA
TN4014, 4015: Friendly
Strike
TN4010 4011, 4012, 4013:
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Hostile activity

1:30

Abnormal activity

2:15

Hostile Activity

3:40

Transportation
activity

6:15

Abnormal activity

7:30

Hostile activity

7:53

Abnormal activity

9:20

Hostile activity

12:05 Abnormal activity

Commercial aircraft
-Unknown
TN6019: Friendly Civil
aircraft
TN6017,TN6018, TN6020:
Commercial aircraft
TN6021, 6022, 6023, 6024,
6025, 6026, 6027:Hostile
Strike
-Unknown
TN6024 is approaching to
Perform attacking behavior
Ownship Max speed from
from unknown aircraft
Chodian airspace to Korban
airspace
abnormal behavior:
-Unknown
malfunction of Koraban private TN6019 is approaching to
aircraft
the Ownship
Pop up the additional
-Unknown
unidentified aircraft (TN6026,
TN6028 (Hostile Strike)
6027, 6028(Three – formation) appear on radar Screen
are approaching to Ownship
-Unknown
Hostile aircraft which has a
TN6029 (Hostile Helicopter)
transportation purpose
appear and move to South
-Unknown
abnormal behavior of Irascibal
TN6024 change the
Hostile Strike
direction to Northwest
-Hostile
Perform attacking behavior
TN6025is approaching to
from unknown aircraft
Ownship
-Hostile
Perform abnormal behavior
TN6029(Hostile
from unknown aircraft
Helicopter)is not moving
-Unknown
TN6024 is approaching to
Perform attacking behavior
Ownship Max speed from
from unknown aircraft
Chodian airspace to Korban
airspace
-Unknown
abnormal behavior of Irascibal
TN6025 change the
Hostile Strike
direction to North
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13:10

Execute SA Probe

Pause simulation and execute SA Probe

Scenario #4
- Description of Scenario #4 (RED: Unknown aircrafts, Black: known aircrafts)
 Total number of aircrafts: 12
 Total number of time windows: 23
 Low Workload condition
 Number of DCA aircrafts: 2
 Number of known aircrafts: 3 (start Track Number with 40**)
 Number of unknown aircrafts: 7 (start Track Number with 60**)
 Execution time of Situation Awareness Probe: 12 minute 39 seconds
Time

Event

0:06

initialization

observation

Description
appear initial unidentified
aircrafts

give time to participants to
observe all flying object in
order to make them to
understand the situation

4:12

Spying activity

Hostile aircraft which has
spying purpose fly in
“Commercial Flight route
(close to fly with TN4010
commercial aircraft)

5:20

Transportation
activity

Hostile aircraft which has a
transportation purpose

5:43

Hostile Activity

Pop up the additional
unidentified aircraft within
50NM

7:13

Hostile Activity

abnormal behavior of Irascibal

Detail
-Known
TN4007, 4008: DCA
TN4009, 4010, 4011:
Commercial aircraft
-Unknown
TN6015, 6016, 6019, 6020:
Hostile Strike
TN6017, 6018: Hostile
Helicopter
-Unknown
TN6019fly in “Commercial
Flight route” decrease
speed to 340 knots and
altitude 34000ft.
-Unknown
TN6017, 6018 (Hostile
Helicopter) are
approaching to South
-Unknown
TN6021(Hostile Strike)
appear and is approaching
to Ownship
-Unknown
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Hostile Strike

TN6019 change the
direction to Ownship
-Unknown
abnormal behavior of Irascibal
8:49 Abnormal activity
TN6019 change the
Hostile Strike
direction to Irascibal
-Unknown
abnormal behavior of Irascibal
10:20 Abnormal activity
TN6021change the direction
Hostile Strike
to North
12:39 Execute SA Probe
Pause simulation and execute SA Probe

Scenario #5
- Description of Scenario #5 (RED: Unknown aircrafts, Black: known aircrafts)
 Total number of aircrafts: 24
 Total number of time windows: 46
 High Workload condition
 Number of DCA aircrafts: 4
 Number of known aircrafts: 6 (start Track Number with 40**)
 Number of unknown aircrafts: 14 (start Track Number with 60**)
 Execution time of Situation Awareness Probe: 13 minute 29 seconds
Time
0:06

Event
initialization

Event Description
appear unidentified aircrafts

observation

give time to participants to
observe all flying object in
order to make them to
understand the situation

Spying activity

Behavior of unknown aircraft
which has spying purpose:
aircraft from Chodian attempt

2:18

Detail
-Known
TN4009, 4010, 4011, 4012:
DCA
TN4003, 4004, 4005 :
friendly Strike
TN4006, 4007: Commercial
aircraft
-Unknown
TN6009, 6018: Commercial
TN6019,6020,6010: Hostile
Strike
TN6022: Hostile Strike
-Unknown
TN6014: AEW appear and
Move to EAST
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4:08

4:35

5:02

Abnormal
activity
Unidentified
International
Commercial
Aircraft
Unidentified
International
Commercial
Aircraft

5:51
Spying activity

7:12
Hostile Activity
7:53

10:11

13: 29

Practice fire
from Hostile
Practice fire
from Friendly
Execute SA
Probe

to cross the border into
Koraban
abnormal behavior:
-Unknown
malfunction of private aircrafts TN6015appear and move to
from Koraban
Irascibal border
international commercial
-Unknown
aircraft without IFF
TN6016 appear and move
(Identification Friend or Foe)
to Jovania international
information observe in “Flight Airport in Chodian
Air Route”
international commercial
-Unknown
aircraft without IFF
TN6018 move to Genialistan
(Identification Friend or Foe)
international Airport in
information observe in “Flight Korban
Air Route”
Behavior of unknown aircraft
-Unknown
which has spying purpose:
TN6019, 6020 (Hostile
Hostile aircraft attempt to
Strike) are slow down their
cross the border into Koraban
speed and altitude
Pop up the additional
-Unknown
unidentified aircraft within
TN6028 (Hostile Strike)
50NM
appear on radar Screen
fire missile to practice target in -Unknown
the hostile territory (Training
TN60226028 (Hostile
purpose)
Strike)fire Missile
fire missile to practice target in -Known
the friendly territory (Training
TN4003, 4004 (friendly
purpose)
strike) fire Missile
Pause simulation and execute SA Probe

Scenario #6
- Description of Scenario #6 (RED: Unknown aircrafts, Black: known aircrafts)
 Total number of aircrafts: 12
 Total number of time windows: 23
 Low Workload condition
 Number of DCA aircrafts: 2
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 Number of known aircrafts: 3 (start Track Number with 40**)
 Number of unknown aircrafts: 7 (start Track Number with 60**)
 Execution time of Situation Awareness Probe: 10 minute 35 seconds
Time

Event

0:06

initialization

Description
appear initial unidentified
aircrafts

observation

give time to participants to
observe all flying object in
order to make them to
understand the situation

1:33

Hostile activity

Perform attacking behavior
from unknown aircraft

3:05

Abnormal activity

3:15

Transportation
activity

4:10

Abnormal activity

5:12

Hostile activity

Perform attacking behavior
from unknown aircraft

Spying activity

Hostile aircraft which has
spying purpose fly in
“Commercial Flight route
(disguise like commercial
flight)

6:20

7:30

abnormal behavior of Irascibal
Hostile Strike
Friendly aircraft which has a
transportation purpose
abnormal behavior of Irascibal
Hostile Strike

abnormal behavior of Irascibal
Abnormal activity
Hostile Strike

Detail
-Known
TN4007, 4008: DCA
TN4009, 4010, 4011:
Commercial aircraft
-Unknown
TN6016: Friendly helicopter
TN6017, 6018, 6019: Hostile
Strike
-Unknown
TN6017 is approaching to
Ownship with fast speed
-Unknown
TN6020 appear and move
to Southwest
-Unknown
TN6021 (Friendly
Helicopter) appear
-Unknown
TN6022 appear and move
to Southwest
-Unknown
TN6019 is flying with Max
speed
-Unknown
TN6018 fly in “Commercial
Flight route”
-Unknown
TN6017 change the
direction to West
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9:23

Hostile activity

10:35

Execute SA Probe

-Unknown
TN6022 is flying with Max
speed
Pause simulation and execute SA Probe

Perform attacking behavior
from unknown aircraft

Scenario #7
- Description of Scenario #7 (RED: Unknown aircrafts, Black: known aircrafts)
 Total number of aircrafts: 24
 Total number of time windows: 46
 High Workload condition
 Number of DCA aircrafts: 4
 Number of known aircrafts: 6 (start Track Number with 40**)
 Number of unknown aircrafts: 14 (start Track Number with 60**)
 Execution time of Situation Awareness Probe: 11 minute 27 seconds
Time
0:06

Event
initialization

observation

1:20

Description
appear initial unidentified
aircrafts

give time to participants to
observe all flying object in
order to make them to
understand the situation

Transportation
activity

Hostile aircraft which has a
transportation purpose

Hostile activity

Perform attacking behavior
from unknown aircraft

Detail
-Known
TN 4007, 4008, 4009, 4016:
DCA
TN4013, 4014, 4015:
Commercial aircraft
TN4010 4011, 4012:
Friendly Helicopter
-Unknown
TN 6017, 6018 : Commercial
aircraft
TN6019, 6020, 6021, 6022,
6023, 6024, 6025, 6026:
Hostile Strike
TN6016: AEW
-Unknown
TN6027 (Hostile Helicopter)
appear
-Unknown
TN6025 (Hostile Strike) is
approaching to Ownship
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1:45

Transportation
activity

2:40

Abnormal activity

abnormal behavior of Irascibal
Hostile Strike

4:35

Abnormal activity

abnormal behavior of Irascibal
Hostile Strike

5:15

Transportation
activity

Hostile aircraft which has a
transportation purpose

Spying activity

Behavior of unknown aircraft
which has spying purpose:
aircraft from Chodianchange
the direction

8:21

Hostile Activity

Perform attacking behavior
from unknown aircraft

11:27

Execute SA Probe

6:23

Hostile aircraft which has a
transportation purpose

Max speed
-Unknown
TN6028 (Hostile Helicopter)
appear
-Unknown
TN6024 change the
direction to Irascibal
-Unknown
TN6025 change the
direction to Northwest
-Unknown
TN6029 (Hostile Helicopter)
appear
-Unknown
TN6016: AEWis
approaching to Ownship

-Unknown
TN6023 (Hostile Strike) is
approaching to Ownship
Pause simulation and execute SA Probe

Scenario #8
- Description of Scenario #8 (RED: Unknown aircrafts, Black: known aircrafts)
 Total number of aircrafts: 12
 Total number of time windows: 23
 Low Workload condition
 Number of DCA aircrafts: 2
 Number of known aircrafts: 3 (start Track Number with 40**)
 Number of unknown aircrafts: 7 (start Track Number with 60**)
 Execution time of Situation Awareness Probe: 11 minute 5 seconds
Time

Event

0:06

initialization
observation

Description
appear initial unidentified
aircrafts
give time to participants to
observe all flying object in

Detail
-Known
TN4007, 4008: Patrol
aircraft
TN4009, 4010, 4011:
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order to make them to
understand the situation

1:20

Transportation
activity

2:20

Abnormal activity

3:15

Hostile activity

4:31

Abnormal activity

6:02

Abnormal activity

7:10

Hostile activity

8:12

Abnormal activity

9:23

Hostile activity

11:05

Execute SA Probe

Commercial aircraft
-Unknown
TN6016, 6017,
6018:Friendly Helicopter
TN6015: Commercial
aircraft

-Unknown
Friendly aircraft which has a
TN6016, 6017, 6018
transportation purpose
(Friendly Helicopter) move
to their destination
-Unknown
abnormal behavior of Irascibal
TN6019 appear and move
Hostile Strike
to South
-Unknown
Perform attacking behavior
TN6019 is flying with Max
from unknown aircraft
speed to Ownship
-Unknown
abnormal behavior of Irascibal
TN6020 appear and move
Hostile Strike
to Southwest
-Unknown
abnormal behavior of Irascibal
TN6021 appear and move
Hostile Strike
to East
-Unknown
Perform attacking behavior
TN6020 is flying with Max
from unknown aircraft
speed to Ownship
-Unknown
Perform abnormal behavior
TN6019 is flying back to
from unknown aircraft
Irascibal
-Unknown
Perform attacking behavior
TN6020 is flying with Max
from unknown aircraft
speed to Ownship
Pause simulation and execute SA Probe
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Appendix D
Situation Awareness Questions
-

Situation Awareness for Scenario#1
o Level 1 SA: Perception of the Elements in the Environment (Location,
attitude, heading, and speed of aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q1: What was the location of TN6026?
 Within 50NM, 40NM, 30NM, or 20NM


Q2: Altitude of TN6018 was 34000ft:
 True, False



Q3: Where was TN6024 heading?
Northwest, Southeast, East, or West

o Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the Current Situation (Identification task of
unknown aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q4: What was the primary identification of TN6023?
 Friendly or Hostile


Q5: TN6018 was Commercial Aircraft:
 True, False



Q6: Which aircraft performed the abnormal behavior?
TN6019, TN6021, TN6024, or TN6028

o Level 3 SA: Projection of Future Status (Projected tactical skills of radar
monitoring based on the current situation)
 Q7: TN6027 is following “Flight Air Route” and moving to
Genialistan:
 True, False


Q8: What will be flight maneuver of TN6023?
Patrol, Spy, Transportation, or Attack



Q9: TN6021 is a hostile aircraft and it will cross the border into
Koraban in the near future:
True, False
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-

Situation Awareness for Scenario #2
o Level 1 SA: Perception of the Elements in the Environment (Location,
attitude, heading, and speed of aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q1: What was the location of TN6022?
 Within 50NM, 40NM, 30NM, or 20NM


Q2: Altitude of TN6017 was 4000 ft:
 True, False



Q3: Where was TN6021 heading??
Northwest, Southeast, East, or West

o Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the Current Situation (Identification task of
unknown aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q4: What was the primary identification of TN6022?
 Friendly or Hostile


Q5: TN6018 was Commercial Aircraft:
 True, False



Q6: Which aircraft performed the hostile behavior?
TN6018, TN6019, TN6020, or TN6022

o Level 3 SA: Projection of Future Status (Projected tactical skills of radar
monitoring based on the current situation)
 Q7: TN6018 is following "Flight Air Route" and moving to
Genialistan:
 True, False

-



Q8: What will be flight maneuver of TN6021??
Patrol, Spy, Transportation, or Attack



Q9: TN6022 is a hostile aircraft and it will cross the border into
Koraban in the near future?
True, False

Situation Awareness for Scenario #3
o Level 1 SA: Perception of the Elements in the Environment (Location,
attitude, heading, and speed of aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q1: TN6026 was flying between 30NM ~ 20NM:
True, False
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Q2: What was the altitude of TN6027?
200, 2000, 20000, 30000ft



Q3: the speed of TN6028 is 450 knots:
True, False

o Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the Current Situation (Identification task of
unknown aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q4: TN6026 is hostile aircraft:
 Friendly or Hostile


Q5: TN6024 was STRIKE Aircraft:
 True, False



Q6: TN6028 is Friendly aircraft?
True, False

o Level 3 SA: Projection of Future Status (Projected tactical skills of radar
monitoring based on the current situation)
 Q7: TN6028 will cross border soon:
 True, False

-



Q8: TN6026 will perform a attacking behavior:
True, False



Q9: "Assign rule" will apply soon to TN6027in the near future:
True, False

Situation Awareness for Scenario #4
o Level 1 SA: Perception of the Elements in the Environment (Location,
attitude, heading, and speed of aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q1: Where was TN6021 heading?
South, East,North, or West


Q2: What was the Altitude of TN6017?
100,1000,10000, or 34000ft



Q3: What was the location of TN6018:
Within 60, 50, 40, or 30

o Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the Current Situation (Identification task of
unknown aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
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Q4: What is the primary ID for TN6018?
 Friendly or Hostile



Q5: TN6018 is Non-Military aircraft:
 True, False



Q6: What is Air Type ID for TN6017?
STRIKE, AEW, HELO, or Missile

o Level 3 SA: Projection of Future Status (Projected tactical skills of radar
monitoring based on the current situation)
 Q7: TN6019 will cross border near future:
 True, False

-



Q8: TN6021 has the highest probability to attack Ownship near future:
True, False



Q9: TN6017 will move to Genialistan and follow "Flight Air Route":
True, False

Situation Awareness for Scenario #5
o Level 1 SA: Perception of the Elements in the Environment (Location,
attitude, heading, and speed of aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q1: What was the location of TN6016?
 Within 50NM, 40NM, 30NM, or 20NM


Q2: Altitude of TN6009 was 34000ft:
 True, False



Q3: Where was TN6015 heading?
Northwest, Southeast, East, or West

o Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the Current Situation (Identification task of
unknown aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q4: What was the primary identification of TN6014?
 Friendly or Hostile


Q5: TN6009 was Commercial Aircraft:
 True, False



Q6: Which aircraft performed the abnormal behavior?
TN6019, TN6021, TN6015, or TN6028
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o Level 3 SA: Projection of Future Status (Projected tactical skills of radar
monitoring based on the current situation)
 Q7: TN6018 is following “Flight Air Route” and moving to
Genialistan:
 True, False

-



Q8: What will be flight maneuver of TN6014?
Patrol, Spy, Transportation, or Attack



Q9: TN6010 is a hostile aircraft and it will cross the border into
Koraban in the near future:
True, False

Situation Awareness for Scenario #6
o Level 1 SA: Perception of the Elements in the Environment (Location,
attitude, heading, and speed of aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q1: Altitude of TN6019 was 34000ft:
True, False


Q2: What was the speed of TN6018?
100-300,300-500,500-1000, 1000-1300 knots



Q3: Where was TN6017 heading?
North, South, East, or West

o Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the Current Situation (Identification task of
unknown aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q4: TN6021 was Helicopter
True, False


Q5: TN6017 was Hostile Aircraft:
 True, False



Q6: What was the air identification of TN6020?
NON-Mili, STRIKE, Missile, AEW

o Level 3 SA: Projection of Future Status (Projected tactical skills of radar
monitoring based on the current situation)
 Q7: TN6017 crossed the border into Koraban and is moving to
Chodian:
 True, False
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-

Q8: TN6019 is a hostile aircraft and it will cross the border into
Koraban in the near future: True, False
Q9: TN6018 took hostile action and level3 warning rule will apply to it
in the near future:True, False

Situation Awareness for Scenario #7
o Level 1 SA: Perception of the Elements in the Environment (Location,
attitude, heading, and speed of aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q1: What was the location of TN6022?
50 - 40NM, 40 - 30NM, 30 - 20NM, Within 20MN


Q2: Altitude of TN6016 was 34000 ft:
 True, False



Q3: What was the speed of TN6027?
50 - 150, 150 - 450, 450 - 900, 900 - 1200 knots

o Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the Current Situation (Identification task of
unknown aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q4: What was the primary identification of TN6023?
 Friendly or Hostile


Q5: TN6018 was Commercial Aircraft:
 True, False



Q6: Which aircraft performed spying activity?
TN6016, TN6017, TN6023, TN6027

o Level 3 SA: Projection of Future Status (Projected tactical skills of radar
monitoring based on the current situation)
 Q7: TN6018 is following "Flight Air Route" and moving to
Genialistan:
 True, False


Q8: What will be flight maneuver of TN6027?
Patrol, Spy, Transportation, or Attack



Q9: TN6022 is a hostile aircraft and "assign" rule will be performed in
the near future:
True, False
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-

Situation Awareness for Scenario #8
o Level 1 SA: Perception of the Elements in the Environment (Location,
attitude, heading, and speed of aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q1: What was the location of TN6019?
 Within 50NM, 40NM, 30NM, or 20NM


Q2: Altitude of TN6015 was 34000ft:
 True, False



Q3: What was the speed of TN6021?
100-300knots, 300-500knots, 500-700knots, 1000-1400knots

o Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the Current Situation (Identification task of
unknown aircrafts within 64NM from Ownship)
 Q4: What was the primary identification of TN6021?
 Friendly or Hostile


Q5: What was the air identification of TN6016?
NON-Mili, STRIKE, Missile, AEW, HELO



Q6: Which aircraft performed the hostile behavior to Ownship?
TN6016, TN6017, TN6019, TN6020

o Level 3 SA: Projection of Future Status (Projected tactical skills of radar
monitoring based on the current situation)
 Q7: TN6015 was following "Flight Air Route" and moving to
Genialistan:
 True, False


Q8: What will be the flight maneuver of TN6020 in the near future?
Patrol, Spy, Transportation, or Attack



Q9: TN6019 is AEW aircraft and will perform spying activity in
irascibal air space:
True, False
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Appendix E
NASA-TLX Cognitive Workload Questionnaire
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